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Inspections Uncover
Contraband in• Towers

George W. Bush and Condolezza Rice,
left, were approved by the Board of
Trustees as Convocation Speakers or
Honorary Degree Recipients. The nomination of opera singer, Jessye Norman,
below, was approved for Board membership for a three year term. University
officials said no decision has been
made yet as to which of those approved
will receive an honorary degree and
which speak at Convocation.

Cou rtn ey K. Wade
Hilltop Staff Writer
n Tuesday night,
groups of Student
Assistants
marched through the corridors of the West Towers to
perform routine, mandatory
r oom inspections on all
rooms and confiscated alcoholic beverages, candles, and
even some weapons.
Flyers warning of the
inspections had been posted
for at least a week, notified
residents to be prepared
between the hours of 6 and
JO p.m. this week. The state
of the room's furniture was
the justification for the room
search.
The flier read: "The condition of the entire unit
including furniture and
appliances is the purpose for
the inspection.
Ensuring the room's fixtures were safe was not the
only reason behind the room
inspections according to
Howard
Plaza
Towers
Property Manager Larry A.
Frelow.
"Our purpose was to
inspect the condition of the
entire apartment for health
reasons," Frelow said.
Despite the forewarning
flyers, many students were
upset because their personal
items confiscated.
"I feel it is frivolous more

0
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Weapons like these 4-lnc h bl ades were among the
many Items confisca ted during room in specti ons this
week In the West Towers.

than anything," said a 21year old senior history
major, who talked on the
condition of anonymity due
to his pending appearance
before the Judiciary Board.
According to the student,
around nine o'clock on
Tuesday evening, he was
studying for the LSATs in his
triple when about eight student assistants knocked, and
entered. They inspected the
rooms and confiscated an
unopened souvenir bottle of
Jack Daniels from the
Caribbean.
•·1 think there should be
some modifications made to
the House Rules to accommodate the students who are
21 or older," he Brown.
In addition, candles and
incense were also taken from
student's possession during
the room inspections and
smoke
detectors
were
checked for tampering.
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Fire Erupts In Towers
By Kerry-Ann Hamilton
Campus Editor
It was approximately
fire
alanns could be heard blaring
from the Howard Plaza
Towers West.
According to Edward
Sawyer, a campus police officer, U1ere was a fire in the
West Towers. The fire stayed
confined to suite 413 and was
allegedly caused by food left
on the resident's heated stove.
11:12 p.m. Thursday when

There was water
damage on the 4th floor and
floors below.
Student assistants
evacuated the building.
Hundred of residents
exited the building through
the emergency doors and the
main doors.
WiU1in minutes two
fire trucks were at the Towers.
Firemen rushed into the
building in the with hoses.
Many
students
admitted that they were not

Frelow, who is steadfast
in his execution of the
Residence Life's zero-tolerance rule concerning flammable materials and illegal
drug possession, stands by
his commitment to make the
Towers "livable" environment.
According item 34 in the
Howard Plaza Towers House
Rules, smoking, burning
incense and candles are prohibited.
The rule says in part,
"Violation of this house rule
will result in immediate
removal from housing with
no refund."
However, there is no
mention consequences concerning alcohol or other drug
possession in the House
Rules contract, which is
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very responsive to the fire
alarm.
A'Kia Warrior. a senior management major who
lives on the ninth floor of the
West Towers, did not take th<'
fire alarm seriously.
"I did not move until
I heard the fire trucks,"
Warrior said. "It is hard to
take the alarms seriously
when U1cy constantly go off.·
For some students,
like Erinn Garner, a West
Towers resident who lives on
tlie eight floor, tl1e fire on
Thursday night will not
prompt them exit more
quickly when a fire alarm
goes off.
"My
Student
Assistant came to my door
twice,· Garner said. "The next
time I hear an alarm I will
still be hesitant."
Howard
Plaza
Towers Property Manager,
Larry Frt.'elow, said the student who caused tht• fire
would be charged for any
damages.
"The water damage
affected about eight rooms
between the fourth floor and
the Plaza level." Frcelow said.
The damage caused
by the sprinkler system was
being assessed at press time.

Termination of Law School Dean
Leaves Students Puzzled
By Candice McCollough
Contributing Writer

with the vision of the school's
board of directors.
Students have not received
The termination of Ruby formal justification for Sherod's
Sherod, the former dean of termination, and are left to specadmissions and financial aid at ulate.
the Howard University School of
"The board told the student
Law, leaves students with unan- body that her direction seemed to
swered questions.
be in conflict witl1 the policy and
According
to
Patricia direction the higher-ups wanted
Worthy, interim dean of the law
school, Sherod was dismissed
See DEAN page A3
based on her inability to comply

Board Approves Speakers,
Honorary Degree Recipients

File Photo

Interim Dean Patricia

·worthy replaces Ruby
Sherod.

Antonia Novdla rlt1 "
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OSU Frat Dresses in Blackface
University Officials Outraged, Action Pending
By Amber Mobley
Nation & World Editor
Members of the Oklahoma
State University -Stillwater
chapter of Alpha Gamma Rho,
a aational agricultural fraternity, took pictures of members
clad in Ku Klux Klan robes and
blackfacc at a late-September
costume party, the "Come as
You arc Biza1Te."
Yet, because their a<·tions
are not against the school's
ftk'lto Counc5>·of r.
code of conduct, disciplinary
Members
of
Oklahoma
State
University's
Alpha
Gama
Rho
action from the national fraterdress
in
Ku
Klux
Klan
robes
and
blackface
at
a
costume
party.
nity and from OSU is still
pending.
The pictures were posted and there was absolutely no
The Southern Poverty Law
on the Web site of a local pho- question in my mind that this
Center
posted a report and the
tography company.
was inappropriate," said lval pictures on their website, toler"I saw right away that the Gregory, manager of the uniphotos were clearly offensive versity's Greek Life office.
See OSU page A11

Walter Annenberg Dies at 94
Media Mogul Gave $2 Mi!lion to School of Communications in 1988
By J osef Sawyer
Online Editor
In 94 years, Walter
Annen berg may have started
a legacy that could outlive
him.
Annen berg died Tuesday
of pneumonia in
his
Wynnewood, Pa., home, but
the product of the philanthropist's hard work lives on
through 89 students who
are members of the School
of
Communications
Annen berg
Honors
Program.
Annenberg, a renowned
businessman and publisher
started the honors program
at Howard in 1988 with a
gift of S2 million.
In 1989, the University
awarded Annenberg an hon-

orary degree to recognize
his generosity and continual
commitment to education in
the field of communications.
But A1menberg Honors
Program Director Lyndrey
A. Niles said Annenberg's
death w ill not affect the14year-old program.
"The money Annenberg
donated was an endowment
so we don't directly use the
money he gave us we only
use the interest off that
money fo.r funding,· Niles
said.
A portion of the endowment is used to pay faculty
who teach special seminars
and program directors that
help run the program.
Students are also afforded
an annual $500 stipend.

Photo Counc:;y of Goo~1e.com

The late Walte r An nenberg,
a major contributor to
Howa rd 's School of
Communications .

See ANNENBERG page A11
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VOICES Resident Assistant Attacked
&
In Quad, Tenants Shocked
VIEWS
By Tiffany Dupree
Hilltop Staff Writer

Why don't
Howard
students feel
safe on
campus?

'

I

Keylan Bro\\ n
Marketing

I
'•It's no secret that Howard
Uni"ersit}· is in the middle
of the hood. As I0nJ! 1s
you mind ) ou surroundings.
your chances of being in
dang.er are reduced."

I

Dominique Boyd
Broadcust ,Joumulism
"Some students ma)' not fe.:I
!'.:lfe on campus because it is
hard to distinguish who is a
legitimate student and who is
posing as one.'"

John Pnitt
Broadens! J oum 1lli,m
"Personally. from living in the
area, I frcl safe but others
may not becau.,c it is a new
en, ironmcnt for them."

Like she did many nights,
Cordia Smart, a junior political
science major, l1eaded out to
meet some friends. She never
thought that this night would
change her life forever.
Visitation had not begun in the
Tubman Quadrangle, but on her
way
to
the
Punch-Out,
Smart encountered two men who
were in the building illegally.
Both men were later identified as
residents of Drew Hall.
Smart said that the night was
busy for the Quad staff. Because
there was no visitation, residents
and guests filled the lobby, the
staff was preoccupied with
answering questions and working
the front desk, and the campus
security officer was moving
around the building.
According to Smart, the congestion in the lobby gave the two
men the opportunity to sneak

Student with Kids Get Help
Developing Their Parent Skills
By Shaunice Alston

Hilltop StafIWriter
Howard University now offers
a Parent Support Group for new
and ex-pecti.ng mother's. The group
offers time management techniques, infonnation about gmnts
and other money for college, and
provides money for childcare.
The group has existed since
spring 1999. The focus is to have
role mocMs for students that will
help them w1derstand. although
they are parent"s, they can still fulfill
their dreams and reach their goals.
LiJ1da Jones, is this years
group facilitator. Jones is currently
organizing various presentations
from counseling services, home
schooling services, etc., which will
reinforce the objectives of the
Student Support Group.
"The Student Support Gro1.1p
stands as a retention effort to keep
tl1e students here at Howard
together and focused on their goals
in life", Jones said.
At meetings, parents are given
$22-$10 for transportation and
$12 for daycare fees.
According to facilitators, the
group tries its best to help students
find housing because of the no children on campus policy at Howard
University. Mentors also help prepare students for childbirth and the
pressure of raising a child.
"So far, I believe that the program is very effec'.ive. I am pleased
that last year six seniors i.nvol\'ed in
the program graduated. This

"l generally feel safe on
campus. but others may not
because of some of the
horror stories shared among
students."
Compiled by \fa)',1 G1ll1.,m

A2

I

I '

She was even more surprised
that the Campus Police officer
remained on tl1e phone while tl1e
incident took place.
Looking at the bigger picture,
Smart feels her assault was just
one illustration of the campus's
need for better security.
"I do believe tliat security is a serious issue. We need a stronger
presence in the Quad tliat would
be alert to the situations that
occur,"
Smart
said.
Shannon Reid, a junior biology
major and also a resident assistant, agreed.
"We need a security guard
that is alert, has authority and will
assure the safety of our residents
and staff," Reid said. "If we can't
find tliat, then we don't need one
at
all."
Reid recalls many accounts where
officers in the Quad have been
caught sleeping, eating and talking on the phone when students
needed them.
Although Smart is not
pleased with the reaction of the

Photo b) \1elanie Ne,b,t

Cordia Smart, a Tubman Quadrangle Resident Assistant,
was recently attacked by Drew Hall residents.

officer that night, she is pleased
with the support she received
from other Campus Police officers and the University.
"The Campus Police department
was very helpful in the case, as
well a Residence Life's, Dean
Franklin Chambers and Charles
Gibbs. The University has taken
eveiy effort to make sure issues
like this won't occur in the
future,"
Smart
said.
$mart's incident was reported to

the
both
Campus
and
Metropolitan Police and is currently being investigated.
Both young men have been
caught and are being punished
for their actions. However, details
of the case cannot be discussed
because a cou.rt case is pending.
Smart believes that this incident
has made her more aware of her
surroundings and more safety
conscious.

Remedy to Late Night Hunger

shows that the program has good
networking skills and that as a
group they have fortified themselves to keep going regardless of
their circum<;tances,• Jones said.
Telicia More, biology major,
President of the Parent Support
Group is also one of the founders.
"This program isveiysupportive of its members, and I look forward to becoming an organization
so tliat more can be done on behalf
of Howard students and teenagers
around the city," More said.
More came to Howard with
her son. Sbe saw the group as a
chance to meet people who could
relate with her problems, and make
her transition less ovem'1iclming,
stressful, and frustrating. she said.
Because of donations, the
group has not needed to fundraise.
Evangeline Cleague, alumnae
of Howard University, and one of
the groups fow1ding members has
donated appro.ximately $25.000 to
the group. This year, $10,000 has
been entrusted to Dean Clmrles
Jarmon, Associate Dean for Social
Sciences in the College of Arts and
Sciences, for distribution.
The group has submitted
paper work to become a campus
organization, and if they are
approved, they may be an organiration by spring semester. After
approval, the group will have to restructure to fit the guidelines of the
University.

See PARENTS page A3

The Punch-Out Will Keep Its Doors Open After-Hours
Andrea Brown
Contnouting Writer

Because of continuing student
support, the late night hours in the
Punch-Out is on its way to becoming a pennanent sen~ce offered by
the University.
The second week of
September marked the beginning
of extended hour.; in the PunchOut.
DiningSen-ices Unit Manager
Donna McCants, who oversees the
operation of the Cafe, The PunchOut, and the Blackburn restau•
rant, enacted the late-night PunchOut hours. Prior to this change,
the Punch-Out had the same
hours as the C'lfeteria. It opened
for lw1ch at 11 a.m. and closed at 7
p.m.
According to l\lcCants, the
llC.'1.t few montlis v.ill be the true
test of the late hours' effectiveness.
Financially, if Dining Services
decides not 10 continue operating
tl1e Pw1ch-Out late at night, they
will not loose anything.
"Dining Services does not
stand to lose much if the change in
Punch-Out hours does not work
out for U1e best," McCants said.
"Dining Services is just looking to
break el'en."
Sodc.xho, the company that all
Dining Services employees work
for, is incurring all necessary costs
to keeping the Punch-Out open
late.
Student's support of the
Punch-Out has been oveiwhelm•

ing, and tl1cy are sure that the
"I don't see a problem with
Unil'ersity \\ill continue to keep students sening my food, and it
the eatery open late.
gives us another opportunity to
"More students go to the make e.'<tra money," junior theater
Puncl1-0ut late at night than they education major Dana Caffeedo du.ring the day, and I'm sure Glenn said.
they profit more now that they
Punch-Out workers were
have e.'<tended the hour.;; said unavailable for comment
junior marketing major, Jason
The fate of Punch-Out is not
White.
sealed, but for now students say
The Punch-Out's late night they »ill continue to support it
hours is no burden financially, but w1til the late-nigl,t hours are disit does present staffing problems.
continued.
Currently, the Dining Senices
• As a student who is very
staff is working continuously active on campus, l willdo whatC\'·
through the extended hours. That er it takes to make sure the Punchlem'CS some workers pulling 12- Out stays open late," said sophohou.r days.
more political science major
To ease tl1e long work day, Jonathan Burks. "When I get out
Mccants said she may hire stu- of meetings, I enjoy going to the
dents to work the ex'tended hours. Punch-Out, relaxing. and en.io)ing
Some support U1e proposition good food."
of hiring ~tudents and are conDining Services says it docsn ·t
cerned workers may be too tired plan on shutting the doors before
to pro,ide good customer senice 10 p.m. anytime soon.
in the late C\cning.

File Photo

The Punch-Out keeps Its doors open during extended hours.

President Swygert Addresses Student Concerns Via E-Mail
has been successful.
"During the summer
months and at the beginning of
the fall semester I receive quesStudents gripe about the tions from parents and stunew housing policy, tuition dents regarding admissions,
increases, faculty, administra- financial aid, and of course
tion, facilities and even the din- housing," he said. "I also get
ing services. Instead of keeping questions about Homecoming.
their concerns to themselves, Who we're playing and when
students can contact President we're playing? In April I receive
H. Patrick Swygert, and he will graduation related questions."
address their concerns personMany
students
are
ally.
unaware of the program and
Swygert described a little- wonder whether the President
known program that enables actually addresses students
students to communicate with concerns after he reads the ehim directly via the University's mails.
e-mail system.
"I didn't even know that
"The purpose of the pro- students could e-mail Swygert
gram is to encourage the stu• with our problems and condent body to take advantage of cerns," Sean Conaway, a sophothe e-mail capacity and to more English major, said. "I'm
share their questions and con- sure the president receives a
cerns with me," Swygert said.
ton of e-mail daily and I wonNow in its third semester, der if he just reads them and
the president said the program trashes them, or does he really
By Monica Almond
Contributing Writer

Natasha Zeno
lnternutionnl Business

into the dorm.
She said that resident assistants quickly chased the gentlemen, but were unable to catch
them immediately.
At approximately 9:35 p.m.
Smart caught the men in the
stairwell attempting to leave the
building.
"Hey, what are you doing
here?" Smart asked as she walked
down
the
stairs.
One of the men told her to mind
her business and punched her in
the
chest.
As the two men attempted to
nm off, another R.A. who tried to
block the door until Campus
Police
arrived.
• An officer was in the building,
but he was preoccupied on the
phone," Smart said. "Meanwhile,
the hvo men forced their way
through
the
door."
Looking back on the incident
Smart says, "I was shocked that
someone would even do that As
an RA., I never thought my job
would cause me physical harm."

should be applauded for that,"
Roberts said. "Most presidents
stay locked up in their office
and students don't even know
what they look like."
Ask the President, is not
the only way to contact with the
president. Since he came to
Howard in 1995, he has seen
several hundred students in
person during his office hours.
• I like it because students
can come and ,~sit and share
1-ile l~o
"1th me their issues and conUniversity President H. Patrick Swygert vows to respond to
cerns. All I ask is that students
student concerns through E-mail.
make
an
appointment,"
Swygert said. "I don't ask them
make an effort to fix the prob- can I get veiy direct insight into what they're seeing me about."
lem."
their thinking," Swygert said.
Swygert says there is no
Swygert stressed that one
Tiffany Roberts, a junior right or wrong way to contact
of the reasons he started the engineering major, feels that him. However, with the Ask
Ask The President program was this is a wonderful attempt by
The President program, he
to get students to utilize the Swygert to improve his rela- receives all e-mails directly into
Howard University e-mail sys- tionship with students.
his mailbox.
tem, as well as to get the chance
"President Swygert is one
For more information call
to know exactly what students' of the only college presidents
202-806 - 250 0
concerns are.
that really makes an attempt to hswygert@howard.edu .
"Only from the students connect to students, and he
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Department of Facilities Management
Awaits the Benefits of a New Contract
By Paris McCoy
Contributing Writer
They are in the classrooms,
donns, hallways, libraries, and
campus eateries. They are here
early in the morning, and late at
night while most of us are sleeping.
n1ey move discretely in and out of
our presence, ,,1thout saying a
word and without being noticed.
They are workers from the
Department of Physical Facilities
Management (PFM) at Howard
University.
nie mission of PFM is to provide a physical and aesthetic environment that enhances the functionality and appeal of the
Unh-ersity and demonstrates its
commitment to providing 1eadership for America and the global
community.'
TI1ey provide services such as
routine cleaning of academic and
administrative buildings; setup
and breakdown for special events;
routine care of lawns, trees, roads,
walks and athletic fields; snow
removal; electrical repairs; operations and maintenance of HVAC
systems and Power Plant; relocation of furniture, supplies, and
equipment; collect recycling and
solid waste; and a variety of other

services.
Last year, the contract for the
workers at PFM expired, and the
union decided to renegotiate their
contract.
PFM workers pushed for
renegotiations because they felt
the old contract no longer met
their needs. Negotiations started

on July 18, 2002.
The new contract includes
changes in language regarding
grievance procedures, a new performance evaluation criterion and
giving PFM more responsibility,
more training, and a pay increase.
Under the old contract, workers were under an employment
salruy linlit, which was capped out
by most employees. Workers who
reached their max salruy had no
chance of payment increase
although their years and experience were increasing.
Under the new contract,
workers have received their first
pay increase since 1987. There will
be a 3 percent increase for entiy·
level positions and a minimum s
percent, maximum 7 percent
increase for veteran workers.
Salruy increase "ill be based on
performance evaluations.
According to Charles Ingram,
truck driver, shop staff member,
24-year veteran, and union men1ber, "Negotiations were hard
because ,,,e ha,,e so many people
in our union ,~th different levels of
skill and employment. You can ask
for a 10 percent raise for our engineers but to ask the same for our
custodians is difficult.
Union workers are pleased
,~th the new contract, but are
waiting for it to reach the General
Counselor's office so it can be put
into effect.
The union has recei,'ed some
monetary benefits, but because the
contract is not yet in action, workers have not received all of the benefits, Ingram said
"For e.l(llmple, no emplO}-ee

PARENTS from A2
To prepare for the transition
from a group to an organization,
they ha,,e already elected officers,
tumed in a constitution, and modified the meetings agenda.
One of the workshops the
group hosts in,'Oh'ed surrounding
high school students who are parents or c.~ng mothers. TI1e
workshop requires each e.xpecting
mother to shadow a parent group
member for a week.
They ham to accompany
group mothers to all classes. The
high school students are able to see
the realities of life once they get to
coUege.
TI1e majority of the members
are undergraduate \\'Omen. 111e
group has approximately 10 to 15
people, and holds meetings once
bi-monthly in l..ocke Hall.

DEAN from A1
wanted to take," Shofaetiyah
Watson, chief of staff for the
Student Body Association
(SBA), said.
Sherod was active in
recruiting students and helping
them to finance their education.
Some students say her reputation was very good and she
stopped at nolhlng to assist students ,~th whatever they needed, whene,,er they needed it.
"She often e.xtended herself
bevond her nine-to-five requirem;nts," said law student Patrick
King.
Law students are not only
upset that Sherod was fired;
they are also upset because they
haven"t been told why.
• At this point, as students,
we know nothing beyond specu-

Phoco h) \-felanic Nt.·-.hit

Howard University Janitor cleans Power Hall in the Blackburn
Center, after recently renewing union contract.

can recei,,e a pay increase based on
performance without the contract,
which defines the circunJStances of
the performance evaluation;
Ingram said
Ingram blames the Unh-ersity
for the delays.
"Similar to the situation ,~th
the nurses, the University has not
bad time to print and send a copy
of the contract over. The union
hopes the copy ,~II reach the
General Counselor's office soon,"
Ingram said
After a copy of the contract
reaches the General Counselor's
office, a duplicate ,viii be dispersed

to all union members and ,viii be
reviewed with employees by union
representative Sheri Davis, who
was,"CJyinstrumental in the negotiation process of the new contract,
according to workers.
Davis was unavailable for contact.
Schools such as George
Washington Uni,-ersity and llo\~e
State University were impressed
,,1th the progress and sucoess of
Howard"s contract negotiations,
and want the union to share some
of its ideas.

Photo b) \1chnic '.'\e,bit

One of Howard's many
expantant student-mothers s its In cl ass.

lation," said Charles Coleman,
Graduate Student Association
representative. "No matter how
much Dean Sherod did not
agree ,~th or follow the policies
of the 'higher-ups; she will be
missed immensely,• he said.
According to law student
~nevive Jones-Wright, Sherod
was not only fired, she was
humiliated.
"Most students who k."llew
and loved Dean Sherod are veiy
upset over the remO\-al of their
favorite dean," she said. "She
was a very scr,1ce-oriented
administrator. and is the reason
a lot of students came here,
especially Latinos:
The administration is
actively looking for someone to
fill the position. Until then,
Worthy ,~II act in her place.

Shop

Dance

Meet

Listen

Play~ Study '/ Cheerl/ll
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Marsalis
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· He's ~aught some of the world's mos

'

But with retirement approaching,

lo.

Not when it came to. money. We w
retirement plan, so money wouldn't g

Ride~Metm .
Metrobus and Metrorail aren't just for getting to and from work. Take
them to ball games, museums, stores, concerts, restaurants, theaters, parks,
wherever you want to go. And during those times when Metro isn't fu ll of
commuters (middle of the day, evenings, weekends and late night) fares
are cheaper.
To plan your bus or rail trip and get
fare information, visit the Ride Guide at
www.metroopensdoors.com. Or call
202-637-7000 (TTY 202-638-3780). So
pick a time when there is no rush, and
ride Metro for fun.

JJ:lopens
~doors

\
Managing money for people
with other things to t hi
RETIREMENT I INSURANCE I MUTlJAL FIJNOS I COLLEGE SAVINGS I TRUSTS I INVESTM
Elhs Mmahs btcamo a parUttp,nt in 1990 TIAA-CREF lnd1v1dual and lnsbtubooal Ser,1m. Inc •• a

I

lnveitors Serv1m. Inc.. d1stnbute secunties prodJcts C2002 Tuch-en IMurance and Annuity
Retirement Equities fund (TIAA-CREF). New Yor1<. NY. Ellis Marsalis was componsated.
,-,:•,~;-'f,· ,.,
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Allied Health Hosts Gala
By Erica Will iams
Hilltop Staff Writer
Last Saturday, many
people attended a gala put
on by the School of Allied
Health Sciences in the
Blackburn Ballroom. The
gala celebrated achievements of the Targeted
Provider
Education
Demonstration
Project
(TPED), a project conducted
to provide HIV/ AIDS education.
The celebration marked
the end of a three-year project and its accomplishments
with the prevention of
HIV/AIDS in the African
American and Latino communities.
The project has provided
training and education to
2,607 people including
social workers, correct ional
officers and clergymen since
it began in 1999.
TPED is a result of the
Congressional Black Caucus
putting in money to help
nine other projects. Howard
University's Division of
Allied Health Sciences was
one of the nine projects
funded.
"This was a celebration
honoring the accomplishments of a project that has
provided HIV/ Aids training
to the Mid-Atlantic and

Pennsylvania reg ion," said
Peggy Valentine who acts as
the associate dean of th e
TPED project.
"It is an awareness program and is definitelr bene ficial
to
the
African
American race,• Valentine
sa id.
Valentine
has
been
working in numerous projects dealing with HIV/AIDS
for over 15 years.
Ruth Page, the project's
director, and others worked
diligently on this project for
the past three years.
"The program has been
very
successful.
Unfortunately it is ending
because it is very much
needed,• Page sa id. "The
project provided workshops
with expert lecturers, ministers, youth, as well as those
living with AIDS. Because of
the project's many achieve ments, it was only necessary
to celebrate the closing of
it."
The gala was called "An
Evening of Elegance" and
was also put on by My
Brother's Keeper, an organization founded in 2000 by
Merrick Buckingham.
My Brother's Keeper is
an organization committed
to
target
the
African
American community with
HIV/ AI OS issues and pre vention.

This organization, a long
with
the
Howard
Univers ity's Division of
Allied Health Sciences,
made sure the reason for the
celebration was captured by
all that attended the gala.
It was not only a celebration but a reflection ceremony as well. There were guest
speakers who spok e about
the project's beginnings and
how it e levated more and
more each year.
Many attended the gala
wearing African attire, while
some were dressed formally.
Erika Wortham of Channel 8
News hosted the event.
Dinner was served as an
intermission while a video
presentation was shown.
The vid~o gave a n in depth
view of the project and its
accomp lishments.
Closing remarks were
made as the evening came to
a close. Among the speakers
who
presented
closing
remarks
were,
Congressional
delegate,
Eleanor Holmes Norton and
Tyrone Smith who is the cofounder of Unity, Inc.
The evening ended graciously with a performance
by the renowned singer,
Regina Belle.

First Year Medical Student

Learning the DNA Code

Tarik Barrett
While I did not perform
like I would have liked to on
the past exam, I did do better than I anticipated. I'm
not sure why, but studying
for exams has become
increasing ly difficult.
I'm actually behind in
my studies, al though the
b lame is entirely my own.
The material we covered
this past week was material
I've been exposed to, at
least on a cursory level, during my undergraduate education.
This week, we had a few
metabolic integration lectures (a review from the last
exam).
We also covered nucleic
acid structures, DNA replication, gene expression and

regulation, genetic code and
protein biosynthesis and
recombinant DNA methods
and
technology.
Additionally, we had a clinical correlation concerning
Huntington disease and
Fragile X syndrome.
Some of the research
techniques we covered, I
have actually performed at
points during my undergraduate research experiences.
I was able to get out and
have a little fun this week.
Monday night after the
exam, pa~t of my study
group chilled over one of
their apartments.
Thursday evening, I
went to a birthday party at
The Saint.
Friday evening, in addition to helping one of my
classmates move her living
room set, I had some delicious home cooked New
Orleans style shrimp Creole.
I was even able to call a
friend I had not spoken to
s ince school began.
Saturday, I went and got

my contacts (there's a whole
new world out there). That
night, a few of us from my
study group went out to
Adam's Morgan for d rinks.
Sunday, I went to
church with my Grandma.
While I do feel bad that I
did not study, I really
bel ieve I needed a "norma l"
week to relax and regain my
focus.
This past week was relatively mild. I feel like I'm
back in my comfort zone. I
was actually sick early in the
week, which caused me to
sleep more than I normally
do.
I got the chance to speak
with most of my family and
several of my friends all in
one week! This may sound
strange, but all things considered, this week was one
of my more comprehensively productive weeks thus
far.
Well, as usual, I need to
study (although I'm not
tired). Until next week ...
Peace!

Get 'write' into sliape. Come see Leesa at the
Hilltop Budget Meeting on Tuesday in the
Hilltop Office@ 7p.m.

A Closer Look at PMS: A Condition Taken Too Lightly
By Simone Scudder

nausea, bloating, tension,
cramps, and lack of coordination.
ussell Pulliam, a junUnfortunately, many young
or pre-physical U1er- women suffer from PMS and are
PY major said he not aware of it. They may have
avoids women when it's "that intense feelings of stress, emotime of the month." He simply tional outbursts, uncontrollable
said, "You don't want to be crying or even migraine
around them." Pulliam's per- headaches but they associate
ception
of
Premenstrual these feelings with abundant
Syndrome, "PMS" is not an workloads or social strel>s. It
uncommon idea, nor is it fur isn't always recognized that
from the truth.
these symptoms are reoccur•
PMS is defined as a series of ring, and caused by PMS.
physical, psychological and
Lynette Mundey, doctor
emotional symptoms that many and Associate Director of
women experience between Clinical Services at the Howard
ovulation and menstruation. University Health Center, said,
Symptoms vary from woman to "some young people don't know
woman and are hereditary diet that their symptoms are related
and lifestyles are also major fac- to PMS. The connection is never
tors.
made."
The emotional symptoms
Mundey also explained that
include feelings of depression, during h er six years at the
mood swings, hostility and health center, she has witnessed
a ltered libido. Many women many young women come in for
even admit having thoughts of feelings of being down or comsuicide due to PMS. Some phys- plaints of migraines but they are
ical characteristics include dizzi- not aware that often these feelness, fatigue, insomnia, acne, ings are symptoms of PMS.
Hilltop Staff Writer

Some women however,
hardly suffer at all. Lilibeth
Jones, a senior accounting
major, expressed that she really
doesn't suffer much from PMS.
She said what she does experience actually helps her in knowing when her menstruation is
coming. She claimed that, "one
or hvo minutes before my menstruation is about to start, I get
cramps in my lower back."
Shakira Waters, a junior
marketing major, said that she
experiences severe cases of PMS
and her life is affected during
these times. "It slows me down
due to body pain and fatigue. It
also makes me hostile, therefore
my personal relationships are
affected."
Many women are unaware
of why certain symptoms occur.
Therefore, prevention is usually
not considered. PMS is often
triggered by salty and sugary
food cravings, especially chocolate. Weight gain is usually
caused due to these cravings.
According to health officials, women who suffer from

PMS generally seem to have a
lack of sufficient magnesium in
their blood. The brain triggers
signals that causes a sugar craving to make up for the lack of
glucose. It may be ideal for
women to eat foods that are rich
in magnesiun1 before their period begins to prevent binge eating, therefore pre,•enting weight
gain.
Another prevention technique is the intake of ,~tamin B
to help lessen the effects of
estrogen dominance, which is
associated with negative effects
from estrogen imbalance levels.
Estrogen dominance can cause
mood swings, tension, and
inability to concentrate.
It can also increase the level
of the adrenal hormone aldosterone, which prevents normal
excretion of salt Crom the kidneys, which adds to fluid retention. This is what causes bloating, swollen breasts, and even
brain swelling, which then leads
to migraines. As al.I this suggests, diet is a key factor in the
prevention and treatment of

certain PMS symptoms since
there is no medication that can
effectively treat PMS.
lrlene Keller, a five-year
practitioner at the Howard
women's clinic, suggests exercise, relaxation therapy and
stress management as aids in
alleviating PMS. She also said
that the intake of Vitamin E has
been found to help some women
alleviate breast tenderness.
Primrose oil also helps to
control mood swings and gives a
calm feeling without side effects.
Kim Johnson, a senior psychology major uses relaxation
U1erapy such as listening to soft,
soothing music to aid her in
alleviating her symptoms of
moodiness and stress.
Many medications offered
to treat certain symptoms such
as bloating, cramps, irritability
and fatigue actually have side
effects that are similar to the
very symptoms that are being
treated. Therefore it is best to
treat PMS symptoms naturally.
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Many women experience
pre-menstrual syndrome
(PMS) on a monthly basis.

Some Herbal Remedies Can Improve the Quality of Students Health
By Shari Davis
Contributing Writer
Ever seen an infomercial on a
miracle ,~tamin or mineral that
promised extra e nergy? Many
people have seen this and are
often curious about these miracle
drugs.
A wave of new information
about zinc, green tea and aloe
vera has hit U1e market and studies have proven that they can
improve the way the body functions.
Zinc is one of the most
important minerals for survival.
Zinc is found in almost every cell
in the body. Doctors say it stimulates approximately 100 enzymes
that promote biochemical reactions in the body.
Zinc helps keep a normal

A4

immune system, which helps in
healing wounds, helps maintains
your sense of taste and smell, and
is needed for DNA synU1esis. In
addition, zinc supports normal
growth and development during
pregnancy, cl1ildhood, and adolescence and is found in a wide
variety of foods.
Oysters contain more zinc
per serving than any other food,
but red meat and poultry provide
the majority of zinc in the
American diet. OU1er food
sources that contain zinc include
beans, nuts, certain seafood,
whole grains, fortified breakfast
cereals, and dairy products.
Zinc absorption is greater
from a diet high in animal protein
than a diet rich in plant proteins.
Joseph Ofosou, assistant
dean for the College of Pharmacy
suggests people be familiar with

herbs in their culture.
"Cultures that have strong
connections with their historical
tradition are more familiar wiU1
the herbs so they shouldn"t stop
taking it but people with delicate
health should speak to a health
professional first,• Ofosou said.
Signs of zinc deficiency
include hair loss, diarrhea,
delayed sexual maturation and
impotence, eye and skin lesions,
and loss of appetite. There is also
evidence that weight loss, delayed
healing of wounds, taste abnormalities, and mental lethargy can
occur. Since many of these symptoms are general and are associated with other medical conditions,
do not assume they are due to a
zinc deficiency. Health officials
say it is important to consult with
a medical doctor about medical
symptoms so that appropriate

care can be given.
Zinc intake however, should
be limited. Researchers have
found that 150 to 450 mg of zinc
per day have been associated with
altered iron function, reduced
immune function, and reduced
levels of high-density Iipoproteins
(the good cholesterol).
Known to herbalists and
medical folklorists for centuries
as the "medical plant" or "the potted physician," another crave that
has hit many college students is
aloevera.
Applied to wounds, aloe gel is
a mild anesU1etic relieving itching, swelling, and pain. It also is
an antibacterial and anti-fungal
substance that increases blood
flow to wounded areas. Aloe also
stimulates fibroblasts, U1e skin
cells responsible for wound healing.
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The Journal of the Medical
Association of Thailand tested 27
patients with moderate burn
wounds. They were treated wiU1
gauze coated in either aloe gel or
Vaseline (petroleum jelly).
The bums healed more
quickly in the aloe group, with an
average healing tinm of 12 days
compared to 18 days for the
group using Vaseline. Aloe helps
keep the skin smooth and supple.
Green tea, another popular
herbal remedy is used to maintain the body's health.
In 1994 the Journal of the
National Cancer Institute published the results of an epidemiological study indicating that
drinking green tea reduced the
risk of cancer in Chinese men and
women by 60 percent.
University
of
Purdue
researchers recently concluded

that a compound in green tea
inhibits the growth ofcancer cells.
There is also research indicating that drinking green tea
lowers total cholesterol levels, as
well as improving the ratio of
good (HDL) cl\Olesterol to bad
(LDL) cholesterol. New evidence
is emerging that green tea can
even help dieters.
Barbara Harland, a professor
in Allied Health Sciences said a
person's diet is a major factor
before considering herbal reme-

dies.
"Its more important to eat a
healthy than to take herbal remedies," Harland said. "You aren't
sure what is in the mixture since
it's man made. You should consult a physician so he can do the
appropriate test to determine
what vitamin or mineral is right
for you."
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Hobart Garden Plants New Hope in Residents
By Thelisha A. 'Woods
Metro Editor
The sound of shootings,
sirens and drug deals is all too
common in the Hobart neighborhood according to residents.
With two double homicides in the summer, open
drug trade and pit bull fights,
the neighborhood was becoming known for its violence.
Concerned
residents
decided it was time to take
their neighborhood back, not
with guns but with a garden.
The yellow sun on the
"Welcome to Hobart Garden•
could be taken as a symbol of
the hope residents have for
their neighborhood. Known as
a popular drug trafficking area,
according to police throughout
the
Mid-Atlantic States,
Hobart is in the process of
rebuilding.
Kelvin Esters, chairman of
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Kevin Esters and Dorothy Copps examine Hobart Garden.

the community association of
Hobart spearheads the movement fixing the neighborhood
and his improvements arc
already evident.
"We began working on the
idea of a garden a few years
ago," Esters said, "and we have
really began to sec a change."
Hobart garden, located

one block behind Drew Hall, is
on property owned by the
University.
Two dilapidated buildings
in the Hobart section, one
owned by Howard and the
other by the District were torn
down in 2000 and donated to
charity.
"1\~o of the homes on

Hobart we gave to D.C. Habitat
for Humanity and they fixed
those up for two families who
were first time buyers. The
other two properties we
demolished because they were
in such poor condition," said
Howard
University
Community
Association
Director Maybelle Taylor
Bennett.
Bennett said prior to the
buildings being donateJ, litter
and frequent drug transactions
dominated the premises.
The local government has
helped coordinate efforts with
the Hobart garden as well.
Advisory
Neighborhood
Commission (ANC) 1A and
ANC 1B provided grants to
help cover the cost of watering
and maintenance of the garden.
Since the area's renaissance, residents have begun to
plant items and although it has
only been a few months community gardeners boast about

having many forms of vegetation and plants.
•·we have tomatoes, green
peppers, corn, cucumbers,
sunflowers, and flowers,"
Esters said.
Gloria Clark, a resident
who planted watermelons in
the garden, enjoyed the fruits
of her labor over the weekend.
"I planted watermelons
and corn. I bad the watermelon this weekend, and it was
sweet," said Clark. "We needed
something like this to help the
neighborhood and this has."
Other residents agree with
Clark.
"It's definilely helped the
neighborhood look better,"
said Dorothy Copps who also
works in the garden. "There
was a lot of trash build ing
there so it looks pretty good

now."
The growth in the garden
can be paralleled to the growth
in the community.
The levels of drug activity

are down and community service is up. Esters believes this is
attributed to the garden.
The clean-up effort has not
only given the area a cosmetic
facelift, but is has lowered the
crime as well.
"This has helped drive
away some of the people who
were loitering, and causing
some of the trouble," said
Lieutenant Yvonne Smith of
the
Metropolitan
Police
Department.
Smith helps with the community relations in the Hobart
area, one of the District's 83
police service areas.
"The garden is just one
strategy out of many we can
put in place to help reduce
crime. It would be nice to see
other things such as <.ommunity centers and youth centers.
We need to keep building
things to help improve the
quality of life,• Smith said.

D.C. Councilman Adrian Fenty Under Investigation Georgetown Attracts
Diversity in Their Visitors
By Justin Groves

A.
Contributing Writer

In a recent occurrence,
Adrian M. Fenty, a D.C. council
member (D-Ward 4) was placed
under investigation by a D.C.
Superior Court judge for allowing $22,500 to be taken from an
elderly client.

Judge Jose Lopez, in an
order issued on Sept. 13, denied
any suggestions that Fenty had
committed a crime. However, he
stated that Fenty did make a
"series of errors" in handling the
life savings of a 91-year-old D.C.
native, William Hardy Sr.
Lopez referred the case to
the D.C. Office of Bar Counsel for

investigation. Upon doing this,
Lopez agreed with an internal
court re\~ew, which discovered
that Fenty failed to safeguard a
credit union account where
Hardy's retirement benefits were
deposited. Though Fenty was
appointed by the court to look
after Hardy's money, the report
stated that "unknown people"

made numerous amounts of
withdrawals from the account,
subsequently consuming almost
a year's worth of Hardy's income.
TI1e Office of Bar Counsel is
an investigative arm of the court
that analyzes complaints about
lawvers and
recommends

See FENTY page A11

Metro's 'Light Rail Project' to Exceed $310M
By Shau nice Alston
Contributing Writer
Metro transit has quite a
few projects that th ey are
trying to get underway. One
project is titled "Light-Rail
Project." The idea is to have
the Light-Rail Project connect one of the districts
poorest neighborhoods in
Southeast, Anacostia, with
th e Southwest waterfront
area.
In a Washington Post
article, Toni Griffin, deputy
director of the city planning
office, said that the new
light rail project will hopefully strengthen the connections between both sides of
Anacostia, encouraging all
District citizens to think of
the r iver as a great civic
center not as a boundary or
a barrier.
The focus for the lightrail project stemmed from
the idea that the poor areas
around the city are getting
even poorer and not bene-

Metro
Briefs
Police- District police
arc upset that they have to
wait longer to get a 5 percent pay increase. Local
Fraternal Order o( Police
President G.C. Neill says
this could hurt the department because many veteran
police officers will move to
other jurisdictions that pay
more. Many officers are
saying that if cuts need to
be made in the District's
police budget that it should
be made with the police
command staff which they
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fiting from the rest of the
city.
In an effort to link
the
Southeast
and
Southwest neighborhoods,
the new rail line would also
allow an easier transition
between Northeast and
Southeast Washington.
The line would run
along the east bank of the
river between Minnesota
Avenue Metro station and
the Anacost ia Metro station; it would cross the river
over the 11th Street Bridge
before continuing to the
Navy Yard and Waterfront
Metro stations.
This $310 million project exceeds the list of the
other five light-rail projects
that city officials have in
mind. Other light-rail or
bus-rapid transit projects
include:
lines between
Silver Spring and Minnesota
Avenue Metro stations,
Woodley
Park
and
Minnesota
Avenue/
Georgetown and Minnesota
Avenue both via Union

Station Metro stations; and bus route. There has howevMinnesota Avenue Station er been discussion about
and National Harbor in having
advertisements
Prince George's County via placed on benches, trashthe Anacostia station.
cans, newspaper vendor
If plans are approved boxes, bicycle racks, etc. in
and funding from local and exchange for free equipfederal governments arc ment.
lillottcd, the new light-rail
As far as accessibility,
project for Anacostia could there arc more people who
be under construction within can gain access to a bus,
the next two to three years. where as, in order to get to a
All other projects have been Metro station many D.C. resdetermined a littl e more idents who live in the inner
complex and construction city would have to catch a
for those sites could be at bus in order to get to the
least 10 years away; further- Metro.
more, all sites together
For Howard students,
would cost approximately the new rail project could
$1.3 billion.
open up new career advances
Many
city
officials with easier access. With each
believe that the transporta- new rail constructed, opportion systems should be street tunities to pursue internlevel and not underground. ships, acquire jobs, get housThe primary reasons for this ing, or even take classes are
belief arc cost and accessibil- all new options to consider.
ity.
Many s tudents complain
Underground transit is about there not being
very expensive. The cost enough access to places they
could range anywhere from want to go, and now, a new
five to 10 times more than a way may soon exist.

claim is larger than New
York City's.

news confrrcnce sponsored
by thv Council of Latino
Agencies, announced the
city needs a new standard
for voting "but it isn't citizenship."

Health- The 55-yearold District man who contracted the West Nile Virus
has died. The man also suffered from leukemia and a
weak immune system. He
was the first confirmed case
of the mosquito borne illness back in August and was
being
treated at the
National
Institutes
of
Health.

Jail - Two employees
who worked for D.C. jail
records office have been
placed on administrativt'
leave after an internal
investigation found they
were negligent by wrongly
releasing inmates. The D.C.
jail did not release the
Govern ment- Mayor names of the workers but
Anthony A. Williams stated they are on paid leave folthat non-citizens in th e lowing disciplinary action
District should have the to be determined by the
right to vote. This comes Human
Resource
after
Latino coalition Management Unit.
issued a report saying that
Hispanics lacked services
School- Approximately
and access to the local gov- half of D.C.'s 300 new
ernment. Williams, at a teachers did not receive

their paychecks on time.
The
District's
Chief
Financial Officer. Robert
Morales reported that 150
teachers and 10 support
staff members did not
receive their first check at
the beginning of the school
year. One hundred thirtyfour of that group still have
not rccei,•ed pay as of this
week. Officials say the next
set of checks is due today.
The problem with the
checks happened because
the
Human
Resource
Department failed to enter
the teacher's names into the
system. Morales said 86
were just entered into the
system and should get paid.
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The Dumbarton House showcases furniture and decorative
arts of the late 18th and 19th centuries.
By Chris \Va ll
Contributing Writer
Shopping, dining and an
upbeat nightlife all within
walking distance from one
another. Where else could
all these things be found but
Georgetown, one of the most
attractive sections of the
District. '
It's no secret that this
neighborhood, nestled on
the Potomac River in
Northwest, has a lot to offer
the District's diverse popu•
lation. From fine dining, to
shops, to historical landmarks, Georgetown has it
all.
Bistro Fran~ais serves
traditional French food and
Miss
Saigon's
serves
Vietnamese specialties that
arc sure to soothe the tastes
of many Washingtonians.
From Tahoga restaurant
to Up Against the Wall,
Georgetown continues to
draw visitors from all
around the world.
Georgetown was formally established in 1751 when
the Maryland Assembly
authorized a town on the
Potomac River on 60 acres
of land belonging to George
Beall and George Gordon. rt
is named after King George
II.
Tobacco was the main
basis of economy until 1791
when Washington, D.C., was
made the nation's capital
and Georgetown's character
was forever changed.
The U.S. Congress officially
incorporated
Georgetown as a part of
Washington in 1871. The
black community prospered
and became self-sufficient
when large numbers of freed

slaves moved to the area
after the end of the Civil War
in 1865.
After World Wa r I,
Georgetown developed a
reputation as one of D.C.'s
worst slum s. Georgetown
made a complete turnaround in the 1930s when
New Deal politic ia ns and
government officials uncovered all that Washington
had to offer.
The Dumbarton House
showcase~ period furniture
and decorative arts of the
late 18th and 19th centuries.
The National Society of the
Colonial Dames of America
purchased the house in
1928.
It was restored to its
early 19th century character
with the help of architect
Horace W. Peaslee and
architectural historian Fiske
Kimball. Another museum,
the
Kreeger
Museum,
opened in 1994 and became
known as "The Jewel on
Foxhall." Its art collection
s pans from the 1850s
through the 1970s and
includes the works of Monet,
Rodin, Picasso and Miro, as
well as Washington artists
Sam
Gilliam,
Thomas
Downing and Gene Davis.
After a day of touring
museums,
Georgetown
offers canal boat rides led by
period-costumed guides.
Georgetown is a lso home
to Georgetown University,
which was founded in 1789
and is the oldest Catholic
university in America.
The mix of the visitors to
the area and the college students gives Georgetown a
historic look with an urban
edge.
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R.O.T.C. Sounds Off About Possible Iraq Attack
By Zachary Kenworthy
Contributing Writer
With the advent of a highly detailed plan concerning
military options against
Saddam Hussein and Iraq, the
poss ibility of a full-fledged
attack on the oil-rich Middle
East nation is more likely than
ever.
The detailed plan, which
was delivered earlier this
month to President George W.
Bush, is the brainchild of Gen.
Tommy Franks, head of the
U.S. Central Command. The
specifics of the plan have not
been released.
However, it is understood
that this new plan of attack is
still being refined and that the
major goals arc to cut off Iraqi
command and communica•
tions infrastructure and neutralize missile launchers as
well as known and suspected
sites where weapons of mass
destruction are held.
The news that the United
States is still intent on attacking Iraq, even though Saddam
Hussein agreed to allow U.N.

however, that ROTC students
cannot be drafted into com•
bat. It is against their contract
and is highly unlikely.
Nonetheless, if there is a grave
necessity and the situation
becomes desperate, ROTC is
indeed a line of defense. They
are generally highly motivated
students who have their country's best interests at heart.
Similarly, Ebony Simpson,
a junior journalism major is
also perplexed.
"It is very hard to feel anyPhoco couneS)' of subr.cdu
thing about the Iraq sit uat ion," Simpson said. "We are
These members of ROTC, march during morning training.
just not getting enough reasonable information and 1 feel
weapons inspectors to enter "President Bush himself isn't totally disconnected from the
his nation last week, has been sure as to what is going on. reasoning."
received with mixed emotions He's just a figurehead."
Although Simpson is higl1However,
Allen
is
across much of the Uni ted
ly mystified like many other
States. Howard University, adamant about his role in students on Howard's camROTC students in particular, ROTC.
pus, she is pretty sure about
"Being part of the military
is no exception.
one thing.
Fred Allen, an ROTC stu- setup and ROTC itself is a job
"I don't sec myself ever
dent and junior psychology like anything else. If you have going into combat," Simpson
major, is unsure about the to go to combat then you have said. • At times they do send
to go to combat, point blank;
entire situation.
females into combat, but it is
"Personally, I don't feel Allen said. "I just wish more unlikely. It is also in violation
like I know what the cause people would respect what the
of our contract and I have my
really is; nobody really knows mi litary actually stands for."
eyes set on practicing mediwhat the cause is," Allen said.
It must be understood,

cine:·
Trevor Lake, a second
lieutenant in the D.C.
National Guard, graduated
from the ROTC and Georgia
Military College in 2001. As a
senior administration of justice student, Lake is very
aware of Saddam's wrongdo-
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The shield of ROTC states
the organization's purpose
of Leadership and
Excellence.

ings over the years.
"I th ink President Bush is
trying to make up for the inadequacies of his father," Lake
said. "The Bushes and
Hussei n have a history.
However, he should take
Saddam out as he is a great
threat to our nation."
Lake is 011 national duty
on the home front one weekend a month, but can be activated to full-time duty if needed.
"During and after the Gulf
War, many soldiers returned
to the U.S. with awful diseases. Saddam has biological
and nuclear weapons and
knows how to use them," Lake
said. "He is a dangerous man.•
Although views may differ
on the current Iraq crisis,
Lake feels that serving is an
honor.
"As a soldier it is a duty,"
Lake said. "We were sworn in
by oath and we must adhere to
the president and those of
higher rank. Many soldiers
don't want to go to war, bu t it
is part of who we are."

Gore Makes Speech Condemning Bush Foreign Policy, War
By Michael Jacks on
Contributing Writer
I am deeply concerned
that the course of action that
we are presently embarking
upon with respect to Iraq has
the potential to ser iously
damage our ability to \\in the
war against terrorism and to
weaken our ability to lead the
world in this new century, former-Vice President Al Gore
said in a September 24th
speech.
Gores speech commented
on President Bush's handling
of world issues, specifically
the war on terrorism.
Gore thinks that President
Bush is allowing the Unitcd
States to become distracted
from its task. Gores stance is
that the United States should
focus its efforts on the U.S.
attackers.
We should focus first and
foremost as our top priority
on winning the war against
terrorism, Gore said.
Gore also discussed
P'hoco coonc,) or cnn.com
President Bush pushing for a
preemptive attack on Iraq Former Vice President Al Gore gave a speech to the U.N.'s Special somebody meeting or
without support.
somehing where he condemned President Bush's foreign policy and push for war against Iraq.
The president is proclaiming a new, uniquely American
have secured the continuing
right to preemptively attack tional support before attack- ism.
Many U.S. allies in Europe sustained cooperation of many
whomsoever he may deem ing
Iraq. Taking action \\ith- and Asia are opposed to nations, Gore said.
represents a potential future
out
internat
ional support may President Bush's actions.
The last of Gores key
threat, Gore said.
points
was the, possible,
damage
multilateral
coopera•
It
is
impossible
to
succeed
Gore t hinks t he United
tion
in
the
war
against
terroragainst
terrorism
unless
we
future
threat
Iraq could pose
States should have interna-

to the United States, if we do
not act with caution.
If we quickly succeed in a
war against the weakened and
depleted fourth-rate military
of Iraq, and then quickly abandon that nation&the resulting
chaos in the aftermath of a
military victory in Iraq could
easily pose a far greater danger to the United States than
we presently face from
Saddam, Gore said.
Gore expressed concerned
that, under those circumstances, Iraq could come to
resemble Afghanistan, with
respect to the lack of government. Without a central government in Iraq, Gore is con•
ccrncd that the reserves of
biological weapons around the
country could be misused.
Although Gore is opposed
lo President Bush's stance on
Iraq, he was one of the few
democratic supporters of former-President Bush's stance
on Iraq in 1991.
Gore said that Bush's
fathers actions were justified,
because Iraq invaded Kuwait.
However, today, Gore is
opposed to taking action
against Iraq.
Some support the points
that Gore made in the speech.
Adia Colar, a broadcast
journalism major, thinks that
the war on terrorism is propa•
ganda.
,
I don't agree with the war

on Iraq because there hasn't
been any show of threat, Colar
said.
I personally don't think
Hussein would do anything
right now because he knows so
many people are watching
him, Colar said.
Yet Colar questions Gores
moti ves for making the
speech.
Its definitely a political
ploy, said Colar.
I would bet that it really
doesn't have to do with his
general concern for Iraq, but it
has to do with politics.
Debbie Seo, a secretary at
a martial arts school, thinks
that the purpose of the speech
was a mixture of concern, but
also of attention seeking.
I think its a bit of both.
Bush, is Gores rival so he's
always going to try to have an
opposing view, said Seo.
Even though he lost his
campaign he's still trying to be
genuine and show concern
about the citizens of this country, said Seo.
Colar agrees that the
speechs purpose was to promote another presidential
campaign.
I think he wants to do
another presidential cam paign, said Colar. He may be
doing this to test the waters to
sec how people feel about him.

Coast to Coast: What's Going on Across the U.S.
N.Y. S ues
Ebbers,
Othe r s
ALBANY, N.Y. - The New
York attorney general sued former WorldCom chief executive
Bernard Ebbers and four top
executives of other telecommunications
companies for
allegedly taking profits in init ial public offerings without
disclosing potential conflicts of
interest.

Lockout Idles West
Coas t Ports
SAN FRANCISCO - Cargo
sat idle off the West Coast on
Monday as port workers were
ordered off their jobs for a second time. The labor dispute
could cost an estimated $1 billion a day.
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torrential rains.

$8 o oM Cell Phone Suit
Dis missed
BALTIMORE
On
Monday, a federal judge threw
out an $800 million lawsuit
filed by a Maryland doctor who
claims cell phone usage caused
his brain tumor. 111e lawsuit
was brought against cell phone
manufacturer Motorola and
several major cell phone carriers.
Lili Becomes Category
4 Hurricane
BULL BAY, Jamaica - Lili,
the storm that has forced thousands to evacuate in the
Caribbean, was upgraded to a
hurricane Monday, taking aim
at the Cayman Islands and
Cuba with strong winds and

they arc no closer to solving the
case than they were when
Judge Makes Ruling in anthrax was first found.
Bus h Crack Cas e
Judge to Decide Life
ORLANDO - A judge Support Cas e
ruled Monday that staff memORANGE,
Calif.
bers at the drug rehab center Christopher l barra's mother
where Gov. Jeb Bush's daugh- wants her son disconnected
ter is receh>iog treatment don't from tl1e machine keeping him
have to answer police ques- alive so he can die in peace. His
tions about a piece of crack father, who authorities say
allegedly found in her shoe. shook him into a coma, is holdThe judge said federal privacy ing out for a happy ending. If 1laws outweigh police interest.
year-old Christopher dies, the
boy's father could be charged
Anthrax Case Remains with murder if his son dies.
Frustrating
Smallpox Vaccination
WASHINGTON - As the
hunt for the biotcrrorist(s) who May Be too ris ky
sent anthrax by mail enters its
SAN DIEGO - Scientists
second year, investigators have warned last weekend t hat
logged tens of thousands of widespread vaccination against
hours in their search, yet say smallpox in advance of a ter-
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rorist attack could cause many first time in the 8 1-year history
more deaths than last fall's of the agency, the auditing arm
anthrax attack, and, with so of Congress, the comptroller
much uncertainty concerning general of the United States
war and biological weapons, it went to federal court to ask a
may be up to each American to judge to order a member of the
decide whether to take the risk executive branch to turn over
of vaccination.
records to Congress.
Lawyers for David M.
Woman In Taped beat• Walker, the comptroller genering Faces New Charge
al and head of the General
MISHAWAKA, Ind.
Accounting Office, and for the
Madelyne Toogood, who is vice president argued over
accused of hitting her 4-year- whether a judge could require
old daughter in a beating the White House to reveal the
caught on tape by a surveil- identit ies of industry execulance camera, surrendered last tives who helped the admin isFriday to face new charges of tration develop its e·nergy poligiving police false addresses.
cy last year.

Congre ss
Demands
E.-..:ecutive Records
WASHINGTON - For the
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British Prime Minister Makes Case for War On Iraq
British 'Government Releases Report on Iraqi Weapons, Military Strength
By Mark D. Williams

range of his ballistic missile damaged in that war.
program. I also believe that
The report also discusses
Saddam will now do .his the March 17, 1988 attack on
The British government utmost to try to conceal his Halabja by Iraqi warplanes
released a 55-page report enti- weapons from U.N, inspec- that turned an Iraqi village
t led Iraq's Weapons of Mass tors."
into
a
village
of
Destruction: The Assessment
In the forward he also corpses. During the air raid,
stressed that despite U.N, res- chemical weapons were used
of the British Government.
In the foreword of the olutions that he stop develop- on Iraqi citizens.
report, Prime Minister Tony ing weapons of mass destrucAccording to a Kurd who
Blair commented on how tion, Saddam has continued to witnessed the raid, "My brothalarmed he was concerning develop " capons of mass ers and my wife had blood and
recent intell igence from Iraq destruction,
vomi t running from their
on how Saddam Hussein has
Laced with British govern- noses and their mouths," he
been trying to gather the capa- ment intelligence, the dossier said . "Their heads were tilted
bilities to produce weapons of discusses
how
Saddam to one side. I couldn't do
mass destruction.
Hussein developed an Iraqi much, just clean up the blood
When discussing t he chemical
and
biological and vomit from their mouths
influence of the dossier, he weapons program and how he and try in every way to make
said, "What I believe the has used those weapons them breathe again."
assessed intelligence has against Iran and the Iraqi peoThe report also reveals
established beyond doubt is ple. It also discusses, with the how Saddam, in breach of
that Saddam has continued to assistance of the British Joint U.N.
Security
Council
produce chemical and biologi- Intelligence Committee, intel- Resolution 687, has retained
cal weapons, that he continues ligence that proves that since up
to
20
al-Hussein
in his efforts to develop the Gulf War, Hussein has missiles. A total count of how
nuclear weapons, and that he retained banned weapons sys- many missiles is unavailable
has been able to extend the tems and repaired complexes because some may be disasContributing Writer

Several countries have unused oil reser ves
By Bernard Murray
The scarcity of oil, instability
of world governments and high
tensions between the US and Iraq
- a major oil supplier has eA'jlCrts
considering Africa as a source of
black gold
"Ultimately, it is the market
that determines how many barrels
are produced," said a senior State
Department official. "But
greater stability and transparency
makes them more efficient
S<'urccs," he told the Associated
Press.
J. Stephen Morrison, the
director of the Africa program at
the Center for Strategic and
International Studies, confirms
the US's effort.
"The oil stakes in Africa are
rising," Morrison said
With the high volatility of the
world stock market, it is difficultto
detemune the stability of oil
prices, and a war against Saddam
Hussein would jeopardize a large
oil source for the US.
As of late, theCUITent oil price
is a fraction below the $30 mark at

$29.11.
The US's third largest
exporter of oil lies directly south of
the border. Pemex, Petroleos
Me.xicanos, sends the US about 1.6
million barrels of oil a day.
However, this partnership is
also in jeopardy.
President Vicente Fox and
Mexico's oil workeis' union have
clashed in regards to a pending
labor strike.
The strike could negatively
affect the Mexican economy as
well..
The pending labor strike
pushed the peso down to a fouryear low at 10.295 per dollar.
With this increase of uncertainty SWTOunding the US's supply of oil, the last resort for the US
and the rest of the world is to turn
to Africa and its rich supply of
crude oil..
By the year 2007, reports
state that
Nigeria will be able to raise its
production of oil bY3 million barrels a day to a little over 5 million
barrels.
Africa already provides the
US with 15 percent oftl1eir total oil
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import and with the help of the
pipeline that will connect Cbad to
the Atlantic ports, Africa will hope
to increase it's production to the
US to a little over 25 percent
The source of most of the oil
lies under western Africa's coast
making it much easier to transport.
"Weneedtoengageacross
the board with Africa," said
Representative &!ward R Royce,
R-Califomia and chairman of
African subcommittee of the
House International Relations
Committee.
"Paying Africa the diplomatic
attention it dcsen--es is important,•
Royce said
This isn't the first time the US
has been interested in the riches
that Africa has to offer.
In the 1990's, Clinton made
an effort to increase both trade
and investments while promoting
a the fight against AIDS.
The proposal was eventually
abandoned because US officials
lacked evidence supporting that
Africa was.o fstrategic relevance to
the US.
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ment. Disarmament of all
weapons of mass destruction
is the demand, One way or
another it must be acceded
to."
Even as Blair tried to
explain the detai ls of the
dossier, 150 MP's signed a
House of Commons motion
opposing military action,
The group's leader, Alan
Simpson, said, "There is precious little in here that would
make the case for war."
Following the release of
the dossier, Lt. General Amir
Sadi, an advisor' to Saddam,
said, "(Blair's] evidence is a
hodgepodge of half truths,
lies, short-sighted and naive
allegations which will not hold
after a brief investigation by
competent experts."
He went on to say, "We
advise Mr. Blair to hand over
his document for proper
assessment, and soon enough
the truth will come out."

Photo count",)' of hbc.com

British Prime Minister
Tony Blair (pictured above)
wants to disarm Iraq.

Starvation in Africa: A Country by Country World Page Series Special

Black Gold in Africa
Contributing Writer

sembled. These missiles have
the range to reach neighboring countries, such as Cyprus,
Turkey, Saudi Arabia, Iran
and Israel,
At a special session of the
House of Commons in
London, Blair defended the
dossier as proof of how Iraq
has co ntinued to harbor
weapons of mass destruction.
In his speech he stated,
• As the dossier sets out, we
estimate on the basis of the
U.N.'s work that there were up
to 360 tons of bulk chemical
warfare agents, up to 3,000
tons of precursor chemicals,
growth media sufficient to
produce 26,000 liters of
anthrax spores and over
30,000 special munitions for
delivery of chemical and biological agents."
In his speech, the Prime
Minister also stressed the
importance of disarmament.
"Our purpose is disarma-
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The above pie graphs showthe relation of the proven oil supply reserves through! the world
and the oil supply in Africa based on country.

Bad Harvest Causes Lesotho
Starvation
By Marcus Bird
Contributing Writer

Bad han•ests have caused
the Prime Minister of
Lesotho, Phakalitha Mosisli,
to declare the country in a
state of famine.
For many years, the people of Lesotho in villages
such as Ha Konote have, in
good years, grown enough
corn and sorghum to feed
them for an entire year,
With such littl e grain
harvested this year however,
things are looking bleak and
villagers are increasingly
concerned
about
their
future.
"My harvest will be much
Jess than usual because of
heavy rains on the plateau,•
said farmer Paulos Pholo to
the British Broadcasting
Company (BBC).
No one has died yet but
the people are starving, and
without assistance, the
effects of malnutrition will
start claiming lives.
In many areas across the
country, this is what is happening with the hardest districts hit being, Qachas Nek,
Quthing and Mohales Hoek.
The World Food Program
estimates
that
aroun d
500,000 people will need
food for up to at least a year.
Heavy rainfall destroyed
crops in the plowing and
planting season in October
and November. Hailstorms,
tornadoes and severe frosts

did more damage.
"Bigger countries can
sometimes absorb the shock
better," Tcrgest e Zergarber,
the World Food Program's
country representative told
the BBC. "But for small
countries like Lesotho, it can
be a real problem. One fifth
of Lesotho's population
already needs assistance.
And on top of that there is no
employment for them in the
country."
The World Food Program
reported that cultivation of
crops came from only 60
percent of the land used ,
because of the unseasonable
weather,
With improper use of
fertilizer and farming techniques, the agricultural productivity is also a factor
impacting the crisis in
Lesotho.
With the downsizing of
mines in South Africa, a
neighboring country, workers have returned home
removing a needed influx of
income from the Lesotho
economy.
According to a WFP/FAO
report,
"Agriculture
in
Lesotho faces a catastrophic
future, Crop production is
decreasing and could stop
altogether over large tracts
of the country if steps are not
taken to reverse the decline
in soil fertili ty."
The Lesotho curr ency,
loti, has seen a low exchange
rate, which has resulted in

increased unemployment.
With no jobs for people in
such a small country, there is
nothing for the people of
Lesotho to fall back on.
Also, the constantly rising incidence of HIV/AIDS is
claiming more and more
lives because people infected
with the disease are now
unable t o afford food.
Mosi sli is calling on
member states of the
Southern
African
Development Community
and other countries to assist
the count ry in its time of crisis.
Food has begun to enter
the country, but considering
the number of countries
already needing aid, it will be
a struggle to get sufficient
food for the people.

•
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The highlighted country Is
the country of Lesotho. The
population there Is sufferIng from starvation.

Back to Africa: News from the Motherland and Other Countries
Clinton Goes to Africa

tened to a group of you ng
ORANGE FARM, South South Africans talk about their
Africa - Nelson Mandela and efforts to boost awareness of
former President Clinton the deadly HIV virus.
spoke with South African
An estin1ated 4.7 million
youth last Saturday to boost South Africans - one in nine- is
AIDS awareness and preven- HIV positive, more than any
tion,
other country in the world.
Clinton and Mandela, the
former president of Sou th
Zimbabwe Gets the
Africa, greeted a crowd in the 'Vote'...well, sort of.
township of Orange Farm,
HARARE, Zimbabwe south of Johannesburg.
Zimbabweans in rural areas
The former leaders !is- voted Saturday in elections for
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local councils, but the main
opposition party said hundreds of its candidates were
barred from running for office.

The government has
denied involvement in any violence or intimidation of opposition candidates.

Ruling party militants,
backed by police, blocked
about 700 opposition candidates from registering and
about 20 opposition candidates were assaulted during
campaigning and at least
another 70 were arrested on
false charges,

Iranian President to
U.N.: Bush Can't Run Own
Country
BRUSSELS - In the special session of the U.N. General
Assembly held in Brussels,
Iranian President Mohammad
Khatami launched a verbal
attack against Bush, accusing

The Hilltop

him of defying U.N. resolutions and using America's
wealth to give the already-rich
more money while other citizens go without basic social
programs such as national
health insurance.
Khatami told the organization that military action will be
"unavoidable" unless the U.S.
agrees to destroy its weapons
of mass destn,ction

throwing'
GENEVA - A "tiny" stuntman who protested against a
French ban on the practice of
"dwarf throwing" lost his case
before a U.N. human rights
body, late last week. The U.N.
argued that the need to protect
human dignity was paramount
to Manuel Wackenheim - and
other little people like him needing a job.

U.N.: 'No more dwarf
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Different Origins
Different Languages
Different Cultures

Same Love
Same Devotion
Same Rights

One Nation
Location: Freedom Plaza, Pennsylvania Ave. between 12th and 14th Streets, NW

Sunday October 6th
Fun for the whole Family!
Live Entertainment
Exciting and Educational
Join others who would like
to learn more about the
worlds fastest growing religion
-

-

You are invited to attend a festive event where one can learn about Islam

Programs :
History of Islam, Muslims in America
Open Question and Answer sessions.
Sun, October 6th
9am - 6:30 pm
Freedom Plaza
Washington, DC

Entertainment :
Skits, Islamic songs, and folk culture.
I

Food:

I
1

Popular dishes from various Muslim
countries and regions.

Bazaars:
Books, videos, clothing, handmade crafts,
and souvenirs.
For additional information please visit www.islam-day.org
email: info@islam-day.org
October 4, 2002
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UBS Warburg is a pre-eminent global financial services
firm. Our business encompasses: Equities, Finance and
Control, Fixed Income and Foreign Exchange, Information
Technology, Investment Banking and Operations.
The key to achieving growth and change is proactively
recruiting the best and brightest people into an inspiring
culture, providing the opportunity and the resources to
succeed. Our firm is focused on education, but it will be
up to you to turn that education into your own success
story. At UBS Warburg, you will have the freedom to
demonstrate your strength of character in an environment
where achievement and reward are naturally connected.

We invite the Class of 2003 to come meet representatives

from one of the fastest growing investment banks in the
world to learn about career opportunities:
Date:

Wednesday, October 9th

Venue:

School of Business, Student Lounge

Time:

6:00PM

Business Areas:

Investment Banking, Equities,
Fixed Income and Foreign Exchange

Resume Drop:

10/10/02

To apply for a position, please visit your career office or our
website: www.ubs.com/graduates

$ UBS Warburg

www.ubswarburg.com

UBSWcrbu'gis abluless goupof UBS AG hthe U.S, sea.rrtiesu-detwrrttlg, tradrg a:idblolcerage a<tivl~es end M&Aadvlsay actrvibe; ae wndJcteclbj UBSWarbugllC.an 1rdirect ~ayof UBS AG tf-0!
IS a regstered t:J<i::er-d1aer lf'ld a roonber of the New Ya( Stock Exrtmge clld other pmdpal elll:lllnges ard SfC h the U.K. these ser,,ces ire p<l'/lded b)' UBS Wcrbug Ud , av,tidly <7Ml!d SU>sldliYy of USS AG
thatisregwtedinthe UK t:lftheSFA. topMOnswhoarnnotpr1113tecust0fflC!rSintheU K.
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EWS
major Ronald A Miller, Jr. doesn't
think that should be the end ofclis<,iplinary action :igainst the fraternity.
·'111cy shm~d get their charter
revoked," he said.
"'Fraternities around here have
gotten their chmters revoked for a
lot simpler thing."
In a press release, officials of
OSU said that the university plmlS to
"bring the members up to speed" on
bias and sensitivity issues through
diversity education.
'The fratemity could, howt.'\'Cr,
face tough penalties from its national headquarters acrording to Phil
Josephson, e.~ecutive director of
Alph.1 Gamma Rho.
"l fmd it repulsi\-e that any of
our members \\'Ould engage in this
behavior," said JosepllSOn.
"lt"s a violation of our ritual and
it's a violation of good common
sense and decency, and we will take
action and sanction U1ose im'Olved."
Jo,;epllSOn said his office \\1ll
conduct an investigation into
whether U1c OSU incident was isolated or rcpresentati,-e of widespread behavior within U1e chapter.
While this incident evoked
shock from w1ivcrsity administra•
tion and Alpha Gamma Rho head-

quarters, some students and faculty
at OSU say they arc notso~i.u-prised.
"I know racism and stupidity
~1ill exist,.. said B1yant Clark, president of OSU's African Ameiican
Student Association.
·10 be honest, I'm not Stu~
prised at all," said Clark.
The Alpha Ga11U11a Rho pictures arc not the first racially motivated incident to take place at OSU.
Members of a white fmtemity
shot four black female students with
pellet guns as they walked past a row
of fratemity houses in 1970.
"Black students \\'Cre liter-.illy
afraid and left the campus because
U1ey feared for their safety," foC\~ty
member and associate vice president for multicultural affairs at OSU
Earl Mitchell l'ecaUcd.
" We thought \\'C \\'Cre be}'Ond
this, but evidently we're not,"
Mitchell said.
Yet, Clark is addl'cssing his concerns to other members of the
African
American
Student
Association.
"Their chapter needs to be
kicked off campus. They represent a
national organization and their
chapter represents this uni,,crsity.
They should be held acrotmtable."

ANNENBERG from page A1

Adrian Fen,y, 31, is a rising star in the Districts political scene. He has been repeatedly mentioned as a likely
mayora l candidate for the
2006 elections. He gets high
marks from Ward 4 constituents for championing
their concerns. When asked if
he will run for mayor in 2006,
Fenty said that it was too
early to say whether he will
run or not, but he hopes that
his missteps in the Hardy case
will not damage his reputation with D.C. constituents.
"People recognize that
every person has not Jived a
life without mistakes," Fenty
said in a recent Washington
Post article. "People want to
see public officials say, ' I
made a mistake, and l accept
responsibility, and l am not

going to make the same mistake again."'
When he was elected to
the council, Fenty stopped
working as a lawyer. He now
makes $92,500 as a council
member. During the summer,
Hardy received S 15,000 from
Fenty; an arrangement that
Lopez said he considered as a
fair reimbursement.
However, one third of the
money
repaid
was
from Hardy's own account,
which Fenty said he later
found. Fenty also paid $7,000
for the court" internal probe
and plans to pay any additional costs for the investigation.
Three years ago the court
appointed Fenty to Hardy
because Hardy was considered "vulnerable to exploitation and theft," but in the

summer of 2000, Fenty \\~th- stressed that Fenty did not act
drew as Hardy's conservator willfully and had cooperated
claiming he was too busy with with the court.
his campaign for a council
Key political figures in
seat.
Ward 4 said that they doubted
When it was discovered that the episode would tarnish
that Hardy"s funds were miss- Fenty's reputation or chances
ing, the court launched a for higher office. However,
review and found the depleted junior nutritional sciences
account.
major Natasha Brown disStephanie Bradley, the agrees.
lawyer who conducted the
"Things like that follow
court review, found that Fenty you," Brown said. "There are
bad been "either incompetent always going to be people who
or negligent or both• and had remember that it looked
breached his fiduciary duty to like he swindled or tried to
Hardy.
swindle an old man.•
Based on the review,
On the other band, D.C.
Bradley recommended that Democratic Party Chairman
the Office of Bar Counsel Norman Neverson exalted
investigate.
Fenty as "a Godsend for Ward
Lopez agreed that Fenty 4" and attributed any legal
made serious mistakes that mistake to Fenty's bt1sy and
merited investigation, but he hectic schedule.

make searches and seizures.
Section Vll, num bcr 9, letrequired to be signed by ter B of the policies ai1d regulaevery resident.
tions
states
in
part,
While
the
Howard "Consumption of alcoholic bevUniversity H-book and plan- erages in the residence halls,
ner grants students' freedom not in accordance with the
from search and seizure, it District of Columbia Jaws perexp lains that housing staff, taining lo the purchase and
Campus Police, and other consumption of st1ch beverauthorized officials may ages, is also prohibited."'

Some Howard students see
no relevance to these regulations.
"The dom1 system sucks,"
said 20 year old, Gyasi
l\'loscou-Jackson, of Seattle.
Moscou-Jackson lived in
the West Towers last year and
now lives off-campus.
"There is no reason for
having room inspections. Most

people don't have them at
home so why do wee need them
here?"
Other affected students
gave the excuse, " It wasn't
mine!" when alcoholic beverages were taken from their
rooms.
Students who have had
their property seized do have
options. They will appear

OSU from page A1
ance.org.
Gregory alerted the fratcmily
chapter president of Alpha Ganuna
Rho.
Lee Bird, OSU's vice president
of student affairs, said that she was
shocked by the photos.
"My tolenmce for this is incredibly low and l have no sympathy for
any excuse about 1>i1y this happened," she said. "We are tlll<lng
care ofil immediately."
According to OSU, U1e university contacted Uie fratemity's adviser and its national headquarters.
University administration also
planned to meet \\1th fraternity
leaders and present a letter condemning the photos.
But, acrording to Bird, that will
be the end of any disciplinary
actions.
·we don't want to make free
speech martyrs out of stupid perpetrators," Bird told the Southern
PO\lerty Law Center
"As offensive and insensitive as
their actions were, they did not meet
the muster of any university code of
conduct violations; Bird said
Howard University English

FENTY from page AS
whether the court should take
disciplinary action. If Fenty is
found guilty of violating the
lawyers' rules of professional
conduct, "~th the inclusion of
his failure to competently represent his client, he could get
suspended or disbarred.
Fenty, when asked about
the dilemma he is in, stated
that he regrets his mistakes in
representing Hardy bt1t hopes
the bar cot1nsel will not sanction him.
"There's no qt1estion I
didn't handle the case like I
shou ld , but l am taking
responsibility, and I am not
trying to hide anything,"
Fenty said in a recent interview.

TOWERS from page A1

G\N

ate assistant to Annenberg,
said th e classes he took
were not arbitrary and prepared him for graduate
school.
" I find in grad school
professors don't go any
lower than that leve l, and
many expect an even higher
level because you 2 re a
graduate student."
Annenberg has st udents
from all departments in 1l1e
School of Communications.
Communication honors
students are prepared for
graduate school. In addition
to course requirements, students take honor classes in
sections
of
English,
Introduction
to
Mass
Comm unications,
and
Principles of Speech.
Students
are
also
required to take six seminar
classes, which teach leadership skills and research tactics. These classes also provide students with direction
for their thesis and research

The program invites
incoming freshman to join
the program if they are
majoring in the School of
Communications, they must
have at least a 3 .5 grade
point average and scored
over 1200 on their SATs.
"The overall goal of
Annenberg is to give the
more academically and
intellectually prepared students an opportunity to
become
leaders
for
America;· Niles said.
Former Annenberg student Vincent F. Williams is
one of the many students
who has gone through the
program and enjoyed his
experience.
• I always thought we
had our own kind of special
grot1ping becat1se many of
the leaders in the school of•
C' are in Annenberg."
Williams said.
Williams, now a gradu-

before the West Towers
Judiciary Board to stale their
case as to why they should not
be e,~cted from campus housing.
The judiciary board, composed of stt1dents living in the
Towers, makes the final deci•
sion regarding the course of
action to be taken. 1be punishments range from fines and

1noject, which is must be
completed by spring semester of senior year.
After successful completion of the program, seniors
are awarded an all expense
paid trip during spring
break. Last year, lloward
seniors
visited
the
University of Southern
California's
School
of
Communications, another
journalism
school
Annenberg endowed money
towards. He also endowed
money to the University of
Pennsylvania's jQurnalism
school.
Annenberg
is
most
famously noted for owning
and publishing several
multi-million dollar operations
including
the
Philadelphia Inquirer, TV
Guide,
and
Seventeen
Magazine. Forbes magazine
ranked him 39 in 2002 on
their annual li st of wealthy
Americans, estimating his
net worth at $4 billion.

PHoto count"\) of
\Va,hinitoncit~paptc .c(lm

Adrian Fenty
comnmnity service to eviction
without a refund.
·our mission is to see students achieve the degree they
are working towards," said
Frelow. He implores residents
living on campus and those
appearing before the judiciary
board not to ,·iolatc the house
rules."

ENGINEERING:

LEADING
TOMORROW'S GLOBAL SCIENTIFIC COMMUNITY_

At the forefront of sc i entific research. the School of Engineering and
Applied Science (SEAS) i s ideally s ituated to provide students \Nith a
\Nealth of educationa l opportunitie s that exten d beyond the f our \Nalls
of a classroom. Part-time and full- time. undergraduate through postgraduate. degree and certificate candidates. domestic and international
--SEAS s tudents converge in our nation' s capita l t o develop ski lls and
kno\Nledge that \Nill enab l e them t o become tomorro\N·s Leaders_

Join us for our fall Graduate Programs Open House on October 15th
from 6-Spm_ For more information and to RSVP visit us at
http://www_seas.gwu.edu/admissions/openhouse/-,

SCHOOL

OF

E NG INEERI NG AND APPLIED

SCIE NCE

vvvvvv.seas.gvvu - ed u - 202-994.8675 • info <J:>seas.g vvu.edu
GW i s an equa l opportunity affirmative action in s titution.
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18WS
major Ronald A Miller, Jr. doesn't
think that should be the end ofdisciplin:uy action against the fraternity.
ance.org.
'"They should get their charter
Gregory alerted the fraternity
chapter president of Alpha Gamma im-oked," he said.
'"Fraternities around here have
Rho.
Lee Bird, OSU's vice president gotten their charters im-oked for a
of student affairs, said that she was lot simpler thing;
In a press release, officials of
shocked by the photos.
OSU
said that the univer.,ity plans to
"My toler.ince for this is incred'"bring
U,e men1bers up to gpced" on
ibly low and I have no sympathy for
bi.,s
and
sensitivity issues through
any excuse about why this hapdiversity
education.
pened; she said. ··we arc taking
The fraternity (X)uld, howe1"Cr,
care of it immediately."
face
tough penalties from its nationAccording to OSU, the univeral
headquarters
according to Phil
sity contacted the fratemity's advisJosephson,
executive
director of
er and its national headquarters.
Alpha
Gamma
Rho.
University administr.ition also
•· I find it repulsive that any of
planned to meet with fraternity
our
members
,,-ould engage in this
leaders and present a letter conbehavior,"
said
Josephson.
demning the photos.
"It's
a
,1olation
ofour ritual aud
But, according to Bird, that will
be the end of any disciplinary it's a violation of good common
sense and decency, and we will take
actions.
"We don't want to make free action and sanction those im-oh-ed."
Josephson said his office "ill
speech mart}TS out of stupid pel1)Cconduct
an investigation into
tr.itors," Bird told the SouU1ern
whether
U1e
OSU incident was isoPoverty Law Center
lated
or
representath-e
of wide•As offensive and insensitive as
spread
behavior
,vi
thin
the
chapter.
their actions were, they did not meet
While
this
incident
e--oked
the muster of any university code of
shock
from
uruvcrsity
administra(X)nduct violations," Bird said
Howard University English tion and Alpha Gamma Rho head-

OSU from page A1

ANNENB ERG from page A1

c1uarters, so111c st,,dents and faculty
atOSU say they are not sosu'l)riscd.
"I know racis111 and stupidity
still exist," said Brynnl Clark, president of OSU's African American
Student Association.
"To be honest, I'm not surprised at all," said Clark
111e Alphn Ga111111a Rho pictures are not U1e first r.icially motivated incident to take place at OSU.
Members of a white fraternity
shot four black fen1alc students with
pellet guns as U1cy walked past a row
of fraternity houses in 19'70.
"Black students were literally
afraid and left U,e campus because
U1ey feared for their safety," faculty
me111ber and associate 1'ice president for multicultural affairs at OSU
Earl Mitchell recalled.
" We thought we were beyond
this, but evidently we're not;
Mitchell said.
Yet, Clara is addressing his(X)ncems to other members of the
African
American
Student
Association.
"Their chapter needs to be
kicked off campus. They represent a
national organization and their
chapter represents this uni1"Crsity.
They should be held accountable_•

The progra111 invites
incoming freshman to join
the program if they are
majoring in the School of
Communications, they must
have at least a 3.5 grade
point average and scored
over 1200 on their SATs.
"The overall goal of
Annenberg is to give the
more academically and
intellectually prepared students an opportunity to
become
leaders
for
America: Niles said.
Former Annenberg student Vincent F. Williams is
one of the many students
who has gone through the
program and enjoyed his
experience.
"I always thought we
had our own kind of special
grouping because many of
the leaders in the school of'
C' are in Annen berg."
Williams said.
Williams, now a gradu-

FENTY from page AS

Adrian Fenty, 31, is a ris- going to make the same mis•
ing star in the Districts politi- take again .' ..
When he was elected to
cal scene. He has been repeat·
whether the court should take edly mentioned as a likely the council, Fenty stopped
disciplinary action. If Fenty is mayoral candidate for the working as a lawyer. He now
found guilty of violating the 2006 elections. He gets high makes $92,500 as a council
lawyers· rules of professional marks from Ward 4 con- member. During the summer,
conduct, with the inclusion of stituents for championing Hardy received $15,000 from
his failure to competently rep- their concerns. When asked if Fenty; an arrangement that
resent his client, he could get he will run for mayor in 2006, Lopez said he considered as a
Fenty said that it was too fair reimbursement.
suspended or disbarred.
However, one third of the
Fenty, when asked about early to say whether he will
repaid
was
the dilemma he is in, stated run or not, but he hopes that money
from
Hardy's
own
account,
his
missteps
in
the
Hardy
case
that he regrets his mistakes in
representing Hardy but hopes will not damage his reputa- which Fenty said he later
found. Fenty also paid S7,000
the bar counsel will not sanc- tion with D.C. constituents.
"People recognize that for the court" internal probe
tion him.
"There's no question I every person has not lived a and plans to pay any additiondidn't handle the case like I life without mistakes;· Fenty al costs for the investigation.
Three years ago the court
should, but I am taking said in a recent Washington
responsibility, and I am not Post article. "People want to appointed Fenty to Hardy
trying to hide anything: see public officials say, ' I because Hardy was considFenty said in a recent inter- made a mistake, and I accept ered "vulnerable to exploitaresponsibility, and I am not tion and theft," but in the
view.

TOWERS from page A1

Some Howard students see
make searches and seizures.
Section Vll, number 9, let- no relevance to these regularequired to be signed by ter 8 of the policies and regula- tions.
'1"he dorm system sucks,"
tions
states
in
part,
every resident.
While
the
Howard ·consumption of alcoholic bev- said 20 year old, Gyasi
University H-book and plan- erages in the residence halls, l\loscou-Jackson, of Seattle.
Moscou-Jackson lived in
ner grants students' freedom not in accordance with the
from search and seizure, it District of Columbia laws per- tl1e West Towers last year and
explains that housing staff, taining to the purchase and now lives off-campus.
"There is no reason for
Campus Police, and other consumption of such beverha,~ng room inspections. Most
authorized officials may ages, is also prohibited."

G\N

project, which is must be
completed by spring semester of senior year.
After successful completion of the program, seniors
are awarded an all expense
paid trip during spring
break. Last year, llowarcl
seniors
visited
the
University of Southern
California's
School
of
Communications, another
journalism
school
Annenberg endowed money
towards. He also endowed
money to the University of
Pennsylvania's journalism
school.
Annenberg
,s
most
famously noted for owning
and publishing several
multi-million dollar operations
including
the
Philadelphia Inquirer, TV
Guide,
and
Sel'enteen
Magazine. Forbes magazine
ranked him 39 in 2002 on
their annual list of wealthy
Americans, estimating his
net worth at $4 billion.

ate assistant lo Anncnberg,
said the cl asses he took
were not arbitrary and prepared him for graduate
school.
"I find in grad school
professors don't go any
lower than that level, and
many expect an even higher
level because you are a
graduate student.·
Annenberg has students
from all departments in the
School of Communications.
Communication honors
students are prepared for
graduate school. In addition
to course requirements, students take honor classes in
sections
of
English,
Introduction , to
Mass
Commun ications,
and
Principles of Speech.
Students
are
also
required to take six seminar
classes, which teach leadership skills and research tactics. These classes also provide students with direction
for their thesis and research

summer of 2000, Fenty with- stressed that Fenty did not act
drew as Hardy's conservator willfully and had c.ooperated
claiming he was too busy with with the court.
Key political figures in
his campaign for a council
Ward 4 said that they doubted
seat.
When it was discovered that the episode would tarnish
that Hardy's funds were miss- Fenty's reputation or chances
ing, the court launched a for higher office. However,
review and found the depleted junior nutritional sciences
major Natasha Brown disaccount.
Stephanie Bradley, the agrees.
"Things like that follow
lawyer who conducted the
court review, found that Fenty you," Brown said. "There are
had been •either incompetent always going to be people who
or negligent or both" and had remember that it looked
breached his fiduciary duty to like he swindled or tried to
swindle an old man."
Hardy.
On the other hand, D.C.
Based on the review,
Bradley recommended that Democratic Party Chairman
the Office of Bar Counsel Norman Neverson exalted
Fenty as "a Godsend for Ward
investigate.
Lopez agreed that Fenty 4 • and attributed any legal
made serious mistakes that mistake to Fenty's busy and
merited investigation, but he hectic schedule.
people don't have them at
home so why do wee need them
here?"'
Other affected students
gave the excuse, "It wasn't
mine!" when alcoholic beverages were taken from their
rooms.
Students who have had
their property seized do have
options. They will appear

before the West Towers
Judiciary Board to state their
case as to why they should not
be evicted from campus housing.
TI1e judiciary board, composed of students living in the
Towers, makes the final decision regarding the course of
action to be taken. The punishments range from fines and

PHoto roun(•>) of
\\ a..,hin~toncit) p.t~c .et'lffl

Adrian Fenty
community service to eviction
without a refund.
·our mission is to see students achiel'e the degree the)
are working towards;· said
Frelow. He implores res idents
living on campus and those
appearing before the judiciary
board not lo ,-iolate the house
rules."

E N GINEER I NG:

TOM O RROW'S

LEAD I NG
GLOBAL S CIENTIFIC COMMUNITY.

A t t h e f o r efr o n t of sci e n t i f i c researc h . t h e Sc hool of En g ine e ring a nd
A p p l i ed Sci e n ce ( SEA S ) i s i dea lly s i t u ated to p ro vid e s tud e n t s w i th a
wea lth of e du cation a l o pp ortuni t i es t h a t e xte nd b e yond t he fo ur w a lls
of a class r o om. P a r t - tim e a n d full-ti m e . und e rgra dua t e t hrough p ostg r a d uate. de g ree a nd certifi cate ca n d i dates. d o me s tic and internati o n a l
--SEAS stu d e n t s co n verge in ou r na t i o n's ca pi ta l t o dev e l o p s kills a nd
kn o wle d ge t h a t will e n a ble t h em to b ec om e tomorrow's Le aders .

Join us for our fall Graduate Programs Open House on October 15th
from 6-Bpm. For more information and to RSVP visit us a t
http://www. s eas.gwu.edu/admissions/openhouse/.
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HOME GAMES
HOWARD vs. N.C. A&T
TONIGHT, FRI., Oct. 4. 6pm &
HOW ARD vs. UMES
Tues., Oct. 8, 7pm@ THE BURR

II

INAUGURAL ''HOWARD CLASSIC''
Sat., Oct. 5, 2pm & Sun., Oct. 6, 1pm @ GREENE
C!I

11

PICK l JP TICKETS (@ BLACKBlJRi'J

OCT 10 & 11, 1lam-6pm

r•
■

FOOTBALL - WIN (49-15) OVER IVlorris Brown
MEN'S SOCCER - 2-OT WIN (3-2) OVER U. of Delaware
TENNIS - DOUBLES \\'IN (8-'+) OVER Georgetov. n (DC Cup)
CROSS-COUNTRY - WOMEN, 1-~1 PLACE!! (Mid-Del lnvit 1l.)
CROSS-COlJNTRV - M~N, 2nd PLACE
BOWLING - WINS OVER Coppin & Del. State
VOLLEYB1-\LL- WIN (3-0) OVER Loyola
1

'·s

••

\\1O\'I E
0( [ (I \ OU 1gstO\\ rl Statt:
CROSS-COUNTRY @ George Mason
)\\I
l
l) ll·t~~l. \lt:t0\\11 I A

MEN'S SOCCER @ St. Peter~ s & @ Adelphi
And NEXT WEEK ...
l ( l i\.l l
!\

! ! ! Big Ups and Many Thanks to the Cheerleaders and the Marcl1i11g Band ! ! !
Div~ion of Studtnt Affairs

October 2002
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Women's
Soccer
Stings
Hornets

Men's
Soccer
Wins
Second

By Elena Bergeron
Sports Editor

By Jm;tin Groves
Hilltop Staff Writer

The Lady Booters plowed
down Delaware State, 11-0,
Thursday in a record-setting
non-conference match up at
Alumni Stadium.
Sophomore
forward
Raneika Bean '· collected
a
.
career-high four· goals and
junior forward Tiffany Day
netted her first collegiate hat
trick in the victory, the
Bison's (2-7-1) largest in the
history of the nine-year program . Bean, who finished
third in the nation in scoring
last season, charged 01,1t of the
gate with five goals in the
team's first two games of the
season (including a hat trick
against Georgetowo) but had
since been held to just one
goal in the next seven games.
"We know that coming off
last year, not only can
Raneika score when she's on
her game and dominate a
team like Delaware State, but
also against Georgetown who
just beat [ninth- ranked)
Notre Dame this weekend,"
said head coach Michelle
Street.
Bean sparked scoring in
the ~ame's 27th minute, after
deplorable field conditions set
the Bison off to a slow start.
Generally a finesse team, the
Lady Boaters tactical passing
game was initially thwarted
by the Hornets' uneven, divotridden field.
"[It) wasn't a good surface. There were a lot of awkward bounces, passes popped
up into the air." Street said.
Sophomore midfielder
Shannon Peters tacked on an
unassisted goal at the 34minute mark to send the
Bison into the half with a relatively disappointing two-goal
lead.
"Our passes weren't good
and we just couldn't get into
the flow of the game," said
sophomore defender Kamilah
Bywaters. "We took a lot
more t ime with the ball
because we didn't really take
t hem seriously. [After the
half,] ,_,e started to play more
physically and move the ball
around more."
In the second half, the
Bison reeled off three goals
within five minutes of each
other, beginning with another
Bean tally in the 55th minute.
Of the team's 11 goals on the
day, all but one were unassisted and another came off a
penalty kick. Senior midfielder Jocelyn Fisher had the only
assist of the day, a cross to
Bean 20 minutes into the second half.
With a comfortable lead,
Street began to experiment
wi th formations, switching
from a four defender, three
midfie lder and
forwa rd
scheme to a 3-4-3 and moving
position players into new
roles at the beginning of the
period. Sliding junior defender Karisma Horne to midfield
and pushing Day into the forward's role paid off for Street,
as Day found the back of the
net three times within io minutes, beginning in the game's'
69th minute.
, ,;
Meanwhile th.e Hornets,
in their first_ yp,r , 9f ,1arsity
competition, failoij ii>•register
a s ingle shot agai nst Bison
goaltender Lindsey Wa lton.
Delaware State netminders
Amber Oliver and Krysta l

On Wednesday night, the
men's soccer team made it two in
a row by defeating the Drexel
University Dragons, 2-1 in an
exciting conference match-up at
Greene Stadium.
This win brings Howard's
overall record to 3-7, steadily
moving them up in the standini;s.
Playing in front of a sil.cable
home crowd, the Bison started
the game with speed and aggression, trying to catch their opponents off guard. nus was a well
e.xecuted plan, as they managed
to outplay the Dragons in the
opening minutes and 1vbat
turned out to be the entire game.
With a series of beautiful
passes and spectacular runs, the
Bison put Drexel on the defensive
early in the game, forcing them to
change their nom1al attacking
style of play.
Hard work brought good
results, as midway through the
first half, the Bison moved ahead
from a remarkable string of
plays.
Midfielder Dave Mitchell
robbed the ball from a Drexel
defender and passed it off to forward Ronald Goodlett. Goodlett,
being hounded by the Drexel
defense, knocked it to open midfielder Jelani Scott, who drilled it
past Drexel goalkeeper Joe

.

See SOCCER page B2

Jordan
Returns
for
Another
Season
By Lesly Flanagan
Contributing Writ<'r
The Washington Wizards
hegan training camp this
week at the University of
North Carolina-Wilmington.
Earlier this week, player-exec
Michael Jordan announced
that he would fulfill his contract and return for his second season with the Wizards.
The Wizard's have made
a nun\ber of off-season
moves, including trading
Richard Hamilton for all-star
Jerry Stackhouse, acquiring
the
forever-immorta lized
Byron Russell from the Utah
Jazz, and sign ing savvy guard
Larry Hughes.
The Wizards also did well
in the draft, snatching local
,;.Maryland phenom, ,Juan
Dixon, and Big Ten Player of
the Year Jarred Jefferies. In
addition , one of the so greatest players of all-tim e and
former New York Knick
Patrick Ewing was added to
the coaching staff, completing a very productive summer.
Jordan, 39, said he does
not know what his exact role
on the team will be. Last year
he averaged 22.9 points per
game, along
with
5.7

See HORNETS page B2
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Bison Football Players Balance lwo Positions
Michael Ajayi and Vaughn Waters Do Double Duty on the Field
By Sor-.:tya McDonald
Hilltop Staff Writer
Are players on the football
team having an identity crisis? Are
they trying to find themselves?
No, they're just extremely versa•

tile.
Senior Michael Ajayi and
freshman Vaughn Waters are
both doing double duty for the
Bison; Ajayi is playing offense and
defense and Waters is placekicking and punting this year.
Ajayi, a 6'1, 230 pound transfer from Miami University of
Ohio, gave some insight into what
it's like being a fullback and a linebacker simultaneously, and what
it was like coming from a university that is nearly all white to one
that is predominantly black.
Ajayi played offense prior to
his collegiate football career and
started playing as a linebacker at
Miami of Ohio when some key
defensive players were injured.
When he came to Howard he
started at tl1e linebacker position
and was just recently switched to
fullback in spring 2002.
Tiiis year the senior business
major has made two of the Bison's
six rushing touchdowns, with 51
yards on 15 carries. However, the
last two games, Ajayi moved to the
linebacker position, where he
acquired four tackles.
"In defense, I like to be in
attack mode; I play fast and furious," Ajayi said "Offensively, I
have to switch, and it's something
I can do naturally now. It's not so
much of an attack mode, it's more

of a controlled aggressiont Ajayi
said "As an offensive player, you
have an assignment, and you have
to go out and e.xecute that assignment Physically, I only have one
gear; I tty to play full ~peed all the
Ajayi said his reasons for
coming to Howard were personal.
"My mother is here; she's
older and she's by herself. I couldn't be eight hours away from
home," Ajayi said.
Since he is from Alexandria,
Va., he was already familiar with
Washington. However, he still
Photo by Damian Boler
had to adjust to life at an HBCU Senior, Michael Ajayi, performs In practice Thursday.
after spending two years at Miami
of Ohio. "Coming from a school
tl1at had a student body of17,000,
Ajayi ranks third on the team time before our game against
[and] tltere were only 500 black in scoring with 12 points.
Te.xas. I could ha,·e done a lot bet·
students ... to walk on the yard,
"He's very ,-ersatile; he's a ter if I'd had more practice,"
and to look around, that was defi- good athlete," said Bison Head Waters said.
nitely a culture shock," Ajayi said Coach Rayford Petty. "He's big,
Unlike most freshmen,
"I'm from here, so D.C. wasn't strong. fast, and has a lot of foot- Waters feels that the transition
new to me, but just being at an all ball intelligence, a lot of football from high school to college has
black scl1ool on the collegiate level savvy, so he understands the been easy, both on and off the
was different That took a little game."
field He says the biggest differgetting used to... that was a wann
Freshman Vaughn Waters is ence is that he does not get as
welcome."
listed as a punter for tlle team, but mucli playing time, but that he
Ajayi admits that an added since place-kicker Alessandro has more freedom. Waters also
benefit of attending Howard was "Rocky" Marchesini went down talks about the difference in tecl1that he had the opportunity to witlt a quad injlll)', Waters has nique between placekicking and
define his identity as more than been place kicking as well.
punting,
just a football player.
"On punts you hm-e to keep
He ranks fourth on the team
"I'm just a regular student; in scoring with 9 points, all on your legs straight, and on placeit's good and bad. Sometimes they PAT (Point After Touchdown) kicking you have to open your
[professors] have expectations of com-ersions, and has not attempt· hips, and that's why Coach Petty
you that are negative; they think ed a field goal )'Ct this season. doesn't want me to do kick-offsthat because I'm a ball player, I'm Waters had a bit of an uneven it's muscle memory; if you open
just trying to get over," Ajayi said start this season; he missed two-a- your hips on kick-off, you'll open
"'Theo sometimes, it's the other day practices because he was not your hips on punt," Waters said.
end of the spectrum-they e.xpect medically cleared.
He added that he did not feel
Jess ofyou."
"I only got to practice one any added responsibility from

rebounds and 5.2 assists. The
six-time MVP is convinced
that the changes the team h as
made this summer will greatly enhance the team.
For his career Jordan
averaged 31.0 points per
game, 6.2 rebounds and 5.4
assists. DC residents, as well
as Howard students feel that
Jordan and the Wizards will
do well this season.
"I think Michael will be in
better condition than he was
last season," said sophomore
advert ising major Erica Day
from Washington. "Hopefully
his knee has healed over the
summer."
The Wizards additions
have left them with a solid
back-court. The front-line

seems to be the only hole,
which they have to fill.
"I gu arantee they will win
the East," said Timothy
Slayton, a business major
from Virginia . "They h ave
Stackhouse, who is one of the
best guards in the east. Now
all they need is a veteran big
man."
The quality draft picks,
along with the acquisition of
veteran leadership will help.
Last year the Wizards were
one of the youngest teams in
the league. As the season
roles around, many are excited about the upcoming sea•
son.
• Last year I watched
almost every home game and
I'm not even a sports fan",
said Sherri Britt, a film stu•
dent in Howard's film school.
"Michael made the games

SOCCER from page 81

1-1.

Hartman for tlte first goal of the
night.
The Bison continued to pressure the opposing team and with
8:52 remaining in the first half,
Mitcltell again worked his magic
as he ran past a defender and
delivered a well executed cross to
the waiting Brian Woodward who
placed the ball wide of the post.
Dre.xel then regained their
composure and turned on the
heat, catching the Howard
defense flat on tlteir feet. Winning
a corner, the Dragons made a
weak and unexpected pass to one
of their wide open midfielders
who powered the ball into the
back of the net to even the score;

With newfow1d confidence,
Dre.xel continued attacking and
closed out the first half with what
was almost a go.1.1, but midfielder
Justin Sadler put it high and
wide; no contest for the goalkeeper, Jason Williams.
In the second half, Dre.xel
picked up where they left off. The
offensive unit continued to play
the ball well, but their plans were
always disrupted by the strong
Bison defense.
Nevertheless, in the 70th
minute, Ronald Goodlett added
his name to the scoring sheet as
he splendidly placed an impossible to save shot in the top right
hand corner of the goal, putting
Howard back in the lead.

JORDAN from page 81

HORNETS from page 81
Stanley finished with a combined 24 saves on 57 Howard
sh ots.
Despite the onslaught, the
Hornets did find scoring
opportunities in the second
half, mostly on breakaways
and one-on-one situations,
but were not able to capitalize.
The only coach in Howard
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ti.me."

women's soccer history, Street
was able to sympathize with
the youn g team's performance.
"It's hard getting pounded
by that many goals but it's
something you have to go
through," Street said. "I don't
want to tell my g irls not to
score but you don't get any
points for winning by a certain
number of goals."

,

1

'
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File Photo
Freshman Vaughn Waters attempts an extra point In a game
against Texas Southern Unlverlsty, earlier this season.

having to place kick because he
did it in high school. So far he has
averaged 37 }-ards per punt.
Waters offered his perspective on the Howard-Hampton
game.
"Everybody struggled at
Han1pton. I had a lot of mistakes.
The ball went over my head a cou•
pie times and I ha d a punt
blocked. The returning guy was
pretty fast," Waters said. "We
werejust hurting at Hampton; we

really didn't come out to play."
The season seems to be
impro,~ng for Waters; he made
five out of six of his e.,tra points in
last Saturday's game against
Morris Brown.
"He's kicking the ball well,"
Petty said "Is he going to kick tlte
rest of the year? Probably. We're
not sure on the status of Rod-y at
this point"

Bison Express Makes Moves
By Chauna Bryant
Hilltop Staff Writer

will return for another year.

very exciting, and now they
are even better I hear."
The Wizards will open up
the prcseason against the
Philadelphia 76ers on Oct. 10
at the MCI center. Tickets arc
now on sale at the MCI
Center box office. For more
information call (202) 6605050.

TI1e Dre.xel offense immediately counterattacked and nearly
brought the game all square
again, but the shot from Dragon
midfielder Dominic Balsamo was
headed off the line and for a corner by tl1e defense.
The corner was then claimed
by goalkeeper Williams, who
ended the game with 6 brilliant
saves on the day. The remainder
of tl1e second half was filled with
near misses and questionable
fouls, but the Bison stood their
ground and came out victors.
The team will be back in
action today at 1 p.m. as they head
up to Jersey City, N.J. to battle
with the St. Peter's College
Peacocks.

Though the Hornets are
not set to face the Bison,
Delaware State travels to
Greene Stadium this weekend
to participate in the first
annual Howard Class ic. The
Lady Booters will t ake on
Western Carolina and South
Carolina State in the tournament scheduled for this
Saturday and Sunday.

The Howard University
swimming and div ing teams
will wave goodbye to two
longtime friends;
their
beloved diving board that
has been with the team
since the swimming pool
was built in 1959, and the
touch pad scoring system
that often fell off the walls
and floated into the pool
during meets.
The athletes residing in
Cook Hall will a lso wave
goodbye t o their companion, the weight room. New
equipment, as well as a
newly renovated floor will
replace the old weight room
that will open in October.
Thanks to the a lumn ae who
donate to the two-year-old
Bison Express organization,
the Athletic department at
Howard
University
is
improving across the board.
Bison Express is ·an
umbrella organization created to generate support for
Howard University intercol legiate and intramural ath·
letics as well as the marching band and cheerleading
squads." The organization
functions as the fundraising
arm for the athletic depart•
ment.
"Bison Express is a
means for which alumni can
support their athletic program
at
Howard
University," said Bison
Athletic Director Sondra
Norrell-Thomas. "Instead of
being Monday morning
quarterbacks, they can
actually be a part of the
improvement that we have
and we will be making here
at the University."
The ultimate goa l of
Bison Express is to raise
enough money to build the
Health, Recreation and
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Student Life facility o ut •
lined in President H.
Patrick Swygert's Strateg ic
Framework for Action Plan
II that includes a 10,000scat basketball arena.
President
of
Biso n
Exprc~s ,John Mercer, who
graduate d from Howard
underg rad in 1970 and the
law school in 1973, woul d
like to see Howard become
a force to be reckoned with
in the MEAC.
"Whe n we leave town it
should be like Sherman
going through Georg ia,""
Mercer said. "Teams sho uld
be scared when we co me
and they should have lost
everything important to
them when we leave."
Bison Express is unique
because contributors can
donate money to spec ific
areas, s uch as cheerleading
or the bowling team, or to
athletics in general.
The idea of an alumni
fundraising group was tried
twice before finally becom ing the Bison Express.
The Bison Foundation
was first started in the
1970s and then picked back
up in the 1990s by a group
of alumni. The se cond Bison
Foundation
s tarted
a
Howard University Sports
Hall of Fame and held
breakfasts from 1994-1998.
The Foundation, however,
became stagnant because of
a lack of resources.
"The Bison Foundation
was a rag-tag group that
was very committed but we
were not able to contact
massive amounts of alum•
ni," Mercer said. "1 think
the most alumni we were
able to contact at one time
was 200 people, all of them
living in D.C. and the surrounding areas."
In 1999, Vice President
of Advancement Conan

Lo u is bega n the ro u gh d ra ft
of Bison Express by talking
to members of the n o w
inac tive Bison Foundati o n
and mode ling the by-laws to
thnt of a past school where
hl was e mployed .
Louis presented the idea
to the n e wly a p pointe d
No rre ll-Tho m as who ch ose
to push forward with Bison
Express. During that time, a
new score board h a d been
o rde re d
and
No rrell
Thomas arranged to have
the Bison Express logo put
o n it.
Bison
Express
was
la unc h e d
during
Homeco ming that s ame
year at a breakfast. Invitees
in cluded former members
of th e Bis on Foundation,
season ticket holders and
form e r s upporters . Afte r
the breakfast , the atte ndees
went out onto the field
where
the
logo
was
unveiled.
Karen Hous e, special
assis tant to the vice presid e nt for Univers ity of
Advancement, said that
Bison Express membership
roles
are
expanding.
According to House, memb e rs hip is jus t under 200
and will hopefully reach
beyond 250 by the end of
the calendar year.
"There
is an area
planned in the capital campaign down the road,"
House s aid. • But in the
meantime we need to make
the very best environment
that we can for existing stu•
dent athletes."
Those who wish to join
Bison Express can d0swnload
applications
on
www.howard.edu,
and
www.bisonmania.com.
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DJ Jazzy Jeff: Mastering the Magnificence
By Keru-ya Malikh Rankin
Contributing Writer
Music begins to blare from
the speakers and the 500 people
who were chilling in the middle of
the road a re gyrating on the
asphalt. Sitting on his bike somewhere near the edge of the crowd,
a ten-year-old boy is bobbin' his
head and thinking, •·wow. This
guy is in control. He's got everybody doing what he wants. I "'ant
to do that."
Jeff Townes, better known as
DJ Jazzy Jeff, now 37, will never
forget that particular moment.
He'd always been in Jove with
music, but he never dreamed he'd
find his calling watching the DJ
move the crowd that weekend
As a kid growing up in
Philadelphia, Jeff loved music.
He was always surrounded by ithis father was a master of ceremonies for several jazz ensembles, his brother played the bass
for The Intruders, and he played
the drums; not to mention his
family's album collection played
the soundtrack to his life.
"Being young, l had no musical say so," Jeff said. "I just
became a sponge and absorbed it
all. To have all that music in your
sponge can only be beneficial."
Jeff bought his first set of
turntables, Technics SBts, back
in "seventy-something." He can't
remember the date of his very
first gig, but he knows he enjoyed
the feeling. "I was just trying to
get my name out; l did it for nothing," he remembers. It was then
Jeff perfected the transformer
scratch, which is now a staple for
any DJ worth his weight in
albums.

Photo courtesy of amazonbooks.com

After being In the game more than a decade, OJ Jazzy Jeff Is stlll changing the game.
He later upgraded to a pair of
time-tested Technics 12oo's and
spent years p!aying various venues in his hometown. Then came
the inspired break.
In 1987, with Jong-time
friend and MC Will "Fresh
Prince" Smith, he released the
party disc Rock the House. The
next year, the prolific duo
released their sophomore effort,
the popular He's the DJ, T'rn the

Rapper. I 111ink I Can Beat Mike
1yson hit the stores in 1989 and
Homebase with the 1991 smash
"Summer Time" followed. The
group would dissolve in 1993.
Meanwhile, Jeff had formed
A Touch of Jazz, Inc. in 1990.

"This is my music Utopia," he
said. "It gives me the ability to do
what I want to do and how I want
to do it.· He's always felt that production was a natural progression from DJing.
"Being a DJ is producing on
the fly-you find yourself remixing records that are already out
anyway. It turned into me saying,
'If I'm doing this, why not try to
do it for real?'"
He went on to produce tracks
for Kenny Lattimore, 'Lil Kim,
Musiq, Bilal and many others. He
also produced Michael Jackson's
hit "Butterllies" earlier this year,
and was the sole producer for Jill
Scott's first album, Whos Jill

Scott?
After
winning
three
Grammy's and a load of other
awards, Jeff finally released his
solo debut TI1e Magnificent last
August. The title comes from a
cut on Rock the House, titled
'111e Magnificent Jazzy Jeff."
"It was just a throwback to
the old song." he said. '1'1le last
thing I worry about is the title.
Someone just walked in one day
and was like, 'Hey, let's call it The
Magnificent,' and I was like,
'Yeah, let's do that!'"
When asked what makes him
magnificent, Jeff remains hmnble "That's hard. I guess it's
because I like to be very weU

rounded. I don't want to be the
best at one thing. I want to be
very good and well-versed in
everything."
TI1e albums 17 unique tracks
are as eclectic as they are rooted
in traditional hip-hop. With nine
MCs including newcomers Pauly
Yam7., Baby Blak, and R&B newcomers Raheim, V and Eric
Robertson the album gives the
spotlight to lesser-known talent.
Jeff has always wanted to do
an album like this, but felt that
the conditions just weren't right.
"It wasn't until now that I got creative freedom to do this," he
explained. "I wanted the opportunity to record what I always wanted to do, not what would sell the
most records."
Jeffs fa\'Orite tracks are
"Break it Down," a tribute to DJs
the world over; and "For Da Love
of Da Game," because it represents his approach to his craft.
After being in the industry
for so long, Jeff has some opinions. When asked to use three
words to describe hip-hop at its
inception Jeff responded, "Music
for me."
"When I first got into hiphop, you couldn't tell me somebody didn't do that for me," he
said. "My mom and them didn't
like it. It was talking to and about

you."'
He feels things have changed
for the worse. He now dubs rap,
-For the money." Back in the day,
hip-hop was more about skills
then money, Jeff said.
He's optimistic that things
are changing for the better, however. "I'm never mad about
what's out there now, but there
could always be more," he said.

"We need to make it more diverse
and open the door for all artists,
notjust theJayZs and the Nellys,
but the Slum vmagcs, too."
He also believes in developing new OJ and production talent. "Because they don't know,
t11ey give ideas, descriptions and
images that you've never heard,"
he said. "Once you become scared
to be experimental, your music
changes." He advises all DJs to
"surround yourself with people
that won't BS you and make you
think everything you do is cool."
While he counts hip-hop as
his fa\'orite genre of music, he
also lo\'CS jazz , R&B and house..
His eclectic taste is manifest in
his work, making his creations
distinct. He strives to make music
that "you feel, as opposed to making music that you hear."
He is currently working on
Jill Scott's new studio album and
preparing to release V's albwn.
He also accepted an invitation to
perfom1 in South Africa for the
second time this year. His other
plans include working to revitaliu Soljazz, a music label that he
started two years ago.
He also hopes to work with
country and western singer
Bonnie Raitt. "She is an extremely soulful singer in a soulful genre
of music," Jeff says.
"People misrepresent the
meaning of soul. There is soul in
all music. ln country and western, they're pouring out emotion
and telling how they feel."
No matter what DJ Jazzy Jeff
decides to do ne.xt, he will never
stop doing what he loves. "'1be
plate is full; I'm just trying to
keep the ball rolling."

The Hip-Hop
Culture: Post 9-11
By Jasmine \Vadc
Contributing Writer
Hip-hop music plays an
important role in people's lives.
For some it's therapeutic and a
safe haven where one can turn
on their favorite song on and
relate to the lyrics. For others it's
a get away and keeps the mind
upbeat and immune to the stress
of everyday life. Either way it
has become present and influential force.
The music addresses a
plethora of topics but wh at
about one as powerful and life
threatening as terrorist attacks?
Post Sept. nth has left hip-hop
and its culture in an awkward
state. There are many unanswered questions and a lot of
confusion. So, if our music has
become so influential do we
depend on it to protect us from
such events or enlighten and
educate its devoted followers?
Granted the media supp1ies
information on a daily basis,
there is more to learn and
understand from events like
Sept. nth. Though it is up to the
individuals to educate themselves, could it be m ore
resourceful for their favorite
artist to address it?
"The artist are n ot fully
responsible," says Fine Arts
major Phakiso Collins. "They're
human just like us and even we
sometimes don't want to talk
about it .One the oth er hand
they're an influential people and
it may help if they found a way
to include it. We are listening,•
Commercial artist have
done thei r part by releasing
tracks that have gotten us back
on the dance floor, putting out
the carefree music that had us
jamming before Sept. 11th. Or
have they? "It's a cop out," said
J essica Ellis, another fine arts
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major. • 'They need to use their
powers to get across to those
who maybe clueless. It seems
like they're afraid to accept it".
Stereotypically artist seem
to care more about their cars,
women and the amount of jewelry they can wear at one time. If
they could find time to drop a
few lines about the affects on
our culture, could they still manage to break record sales? "If
Jay-Z spoke about terrorism and
put to a hot beat, we would be
into it, says biology major
Porsche Small. "All it takes is a
mainstream artist and hit producer".
The more conscious hiphop artists who neglect to speak
on the ma terial things and focus
on the injustices we face are
more likely to approach the
issue. But will we listen? "It
maybe a good idea for a mainstream artist to p ut it out there"
says film major Joshua Gray. "If
it was on the album of a more
conscious artist we'd probably
skip it".
Some students feel however
that if their favorite artist
included a positive message in
their music they'd feel infonned.
"If I heard it from them I'd want
to know more" said 21-year-old
Najm Cnlhoune. "You got to get
it through the music that's
where the interest is n ot in the
newspaper or on T.V"
The power of hip-hop is
probably beyond the expectations that anyone could have
imagined. It has influenced our
dress, slang, and ways of thinking. Emotions and feelings could
have been addressed in a comfortable a nd willing manner.
"Music runs my life" concluded
Phakiso. And hopefully, hip-hop
will continue to run other peoples Jives in the wake of those
who lost their's.

Fik Photo

Jeff WIiiiams, a senior broadcast journalism major at Howard, hosts " the Cool Out" on WPGC.

Howard Style on Your Radio Dial
Compiled by Hilltop Staff
Reports
Not only is Jeffrey "J.
Styles" Williams the host of
WPGC 95.5 FM's "The Cool
Out," he's also a senior broadcast journa!ism major at
Howard University. He doesn't really like talking about the
s how, o r himself for that matter, but he is an inspiring
example of Howard students
who are making career moves.
So how did he get into the
gam e so early?
In
1996 Williams-a
native of Washington-deviated from his normal summer
e ngineering program to intern
at Washington's ABC affiliate
WJLA with sports anchor
Renee Knott. While at WJI..A,
he went to games and logged
game highlights in the studio.
"That experience was
g reat. It got me started in

entertainment
media,"
Williams recalled.
From there, he founded
Cutty
Promotions
and
Entertainment in 1997. He
planned and promoted go-go's
at high schools around the
city. "That was back when gogo was at its pinnacle. O.C. had
the Redskins, the Wizards and
go-go. I saw the goldmine and
staited digging,• he said.
He later mo\'ed to New
Brunswick, NJ to study broadcast journalism at Rutgers
University. After a year-and-ahalf offeeling like just another
number amongst a student
population of 42,000, he
returned home to continue his
education in spring of 2000.
The move was good for his
education and his career.
"When I switched down
here, I knew I was in a primary
area to make things happen,"
Jeff said. "I didn't want to
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waste time."
a.m. to 6:oo a.m.
In January 2001, he land"It was a sacrifice that was
ed an internship in the promo- well worth it. I can remember
tions department at WPGC, the first time I went on air, but
hoping to earn the opportunity I can't remember the party I
to do more. "I hustled my tail missed that night. TI1at's how I
off. I never touk 110 or gave no knew it was worth it," Jeff said
as an answer. If they needed with a chuckle.
me to do something, I did it,"
Williams also took over as
Williams said.
program director for Howard's
His hard work paid off student-run radio station,
when he was hired as a pro- WHBC 830 A,\1. Und er his
duction board operator four tenure, the station moved to
months later. He worked on Channel 51 on the Howatd teloth er jocks' shows until he was evision network. "I enjoyed
blessed with the opportunity that experience. It gave me a
to host his own Saturday night chance to see the administrashow last October.
tive side of radio," he said.
He went through several "The station has really come
on-air
names (including up. We experienced pitfalls
Justice, J eff Double and and barriers, but we worked
Jayree) before he settled on hard so that this year would be
his current h andle, J. Styles. even better."
"It's 'cause I flip up the style so
As for now, Willis is all
much," he clarified. His first - - - - - - - - - - show was playing hip-hop on
See Radio page B4
Saturday nights from 2:00

B3

The Spirit Corner

TV Guide for October 4-7

Encouraging Words for All
life is too much for you, just
refocus and think on this:
Shout for joy to the Lord,
all the
Earth.
Worship the Lord with
gladness;
Come hefore him with
joyful songs.
Know that .he Lord is
God.
It is he who made us, and
Today's column is a word
of encouragement for all my
Sisters and Brothers who arc
in this walk with me.
Days go by and thoughts
are scattered in our heads
like words of a rough draft
essay where we miss celebrat•
ing the little things. You're
walking in the valley stressing about your chemistry
exam that you don't notice
the unusual rock on the
ground. Or you're are just
sitting on the yard complaining to your friend about what
your man didn't do for you
yesterday and you forget that
you are able to breathe on
your own. When it seems like

Radio from page B3
over late night. For the past
month, thousands of nightly listeners have enjoyed his mellow
show and the hour of hip-hop
that follows. "I love this show.
It's all slow jams and old school
classics. I have to thank Reggie
Rouse at WPGC for putting me
on. He is a real inspiration,"

we are

His;
We are his people, the
sheep of his
Pasture.
Enter into his gates with
thanksgiving
And enter his courts with
praise;
Give tlrnnks to him and
praise his
Name.
For the Lord is good and
his love
Endures forever;
His faithfulness continues through
All generations.
Psalm 100 NIV
Willis said.
Change is coming, however. Soon, Jeff will be leaving his
show for a steady weekend
show to make time for his next
big move.
Beginning this fall, he will
be a production assistant for
Donnie Simpson's new show on
Black
Entertainment
Television. "It's a great move.

Tonight, Oct. 4

Murder at 1600-FX (32): A
Life isn't difficult anymore when we refocus our
attention on the beautiful
things. Being happy and joyous for the blessings that
already overtake us will wash
the tears of terror and fear
away. It will diminish the
consuming fire of jealousy.
Remember the Creator in the
time of hardship and pain.
You will realize that the
s truggle is not a struggle at
all; it's just life being life.
Peace.
Aurellia C. Anderson can
be contacted at orderedath@yahoo.com

maverick detective, played by
Wesley Snipes, investigates a
mysterious murder al the While
House when a female government employee is found in the
bathroom, stabbed to death.
Time: 8:00 p.m.

Money Train-TNT (36): This
action-packed film centers on
New York transit cops (Wesley
Snipes and Woody Harrelson)
and the money-carrying car that
tempts one of them. Time:
10:00 p.m.

er-than-life grandmother, but the
arrival of Big Momma 's granddaughter (Nia Long) brings
Malcolm more than he bargained for. Time: 6: 15 p.m.

investigation of a double murder
involves an academically gifted
youth (Liam Aiken) and his
obsessive father (Tim Gwinee).
Time: 9:00 p.m.

Mississippi 811mi11g-AMC (31):

Strong Mcdicine-l/FE (41):

Fictionalized account of the
FBl's investigation i1110 the 1964
disappearances of three civilrights "orkers. Time: 8:00 p.m.

Andy suspects shaken-baby syndrome when an infant with
severe brain damage is places on
life support; and a dying lungcancer patient claims 10 be Lu's
long-lost sister. Time: 9:00 p.m.

WIVE Velocity-TNN (37): World
Wrestling Entertainment action
starring the grapplers of
"Smackdown." Time: 10:00
p.m.

Cosby Show- NICK (40): Never

Sunday, Oct. 6

old 10 watch re-runs of this
classic. This episode is about
Theo's future. He is accepted 10
grad school and offered an interview for a lucrative job in San
Francisco. Time: 12:00 a.m.

Dtmte'.r Peall-USA (34): Pierce

100

Brosnan plays a retired seismic
researcher who's asked 10 investigate increased activity inside a
volcano in the Pacific
Northwest. His instincts tell
him that the situation will
become catastrophic and prove
10 b accurate "hen his predictions begin 10 come true. Time:
6:00 p.m.

Spirit Corner is in no ,vay
meant to offend or embarrass
anyone. The author does not
claim to be a theologian or a
preacher.
It is a simple way to provide encouragement to the
Howard University campus.
While its message is centered
on Christ and Christianity,
Spirit Corner respects all
people and faiths.

FBI agent Malcolm Turner
(Martin Lawrence) is trailing n
woman who may be connected
10 a bank robbery. He goes
undercover as the woman's larg-

law & Order: Criminal /111e111SCI-FI (33): Goren and Eames'

I'm giving up the out front position to work behind the scenes
with an all-star cast. Everyone
I'm working with is a major
player in the industry," he
explained of the leap that will
have him working in both television and radio.
While some may be surprised to see Willis doing so
much, he always knew that it

would happen. "I'm only 21 and
being on \.YPGC in this market
is something that people spend
their entire lives trying to do,"
he said. "I was always told that
I'd have to go to a small market
and work my way up, but I
refused to take that as an
answer. I try to be the best at
whatever I'm doing. If I'm a
bum on the street, I want to be

the best bum on the block!" he
said.
Although he has already
achieved much, Willis isn't content to stay still. He plans to
open a broadcast production
company with his brother and
sister, Jason Williams and Lisa
Williams-Fauntroy, respectively. Both of them already work in
the field, Jason as the owner of

Saturday, Oct. 5

Big Momma 's House-HBO (30):

Monday, Oct. 7

/06 & Park-BET (20): Witness
the Miami Tour guest starring
Jason Taylor, Trick Daddy, and
Trina. Time: 6:00 p.m.

Monday Night Football-ABC
(27): Green Bay Packers go up
against the Chicago Bears at the
Memorial Stadium in
Chan1plaign, Illinois. Time:
9:00 p.m.

Beverly Hills Cop-HBO (30):
Eddie Murphy plays a Detroit
cop tracking his buddy's killers
in southern California. Time:
10:15 p.m.

Big J reems Productions, Inc.,
and Lisa as head counsel for the
Discovery Channel.
"It's something that we've
always talked about doing. We
just need to get into the right
position to do it,• Willis
explained.

The

LET'S GO!
OEW YORK IS WAITIOG FOR YOU!

&

MORE TRIPS, MORE COMFORT, MORE FUO!

Hilltop
INVITE YOU AND AGUEST TO AN ADVANCE SCREENING OF

H ead for the Big Apple the quick,

• Frequent Departures

easy, low cost way on a Peter Pan

• Round-Trip Discounted Fares

or Greyhound luxury motor coach.

• Great Movies on M any Trips

Need a change of scenery...escape

• Arrivals and DeparturesInside New York Port Authority
Bus Terminal

from campus? Looking for fun and
excitement? New York has it all!

• No Reservations Required

.51;;;,~
Greyhound
1-800-343-9999 or visit WWW.GREYHOUND.COM
Greyhound Terminal • 1005 1st Street N.E.
Washington, D.C.

To receive a complimentary pass for two
to an advance screening of

on Friday, October 4th
Stop by

The Hilltop Office
at 2251 Sherman Ave., NW
during business hours.
No purchase necessary. While supplies last. First come, first seived. One pass per person.
No phone caus. Employees of The Hilltop are not eligible.

•
The Hilltop
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An Evening of Love & Romance

.

with the legendary

SMOKEY

ROBINSON

Sunday, October 13 at 7:30 pm
m the intimate

Cramton Auditorium
2455 6th Street NW
Tickets on sale now at the Cramton Box Office,
all TicketMaster Outlets 202-432-SEAT or ticketmaster.com.

Event parhing available.
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Trippin' ,o n Tippin'
Every Howard student low wages resting upon a tain expectations.
If
has experienced the all great expectation of a tip Howard students were
too familiar delivery driv- (for exceptional service, known as good tippers (or
er attitude. From the of course).
Typically, tippers at all) it is highly
delivery driver taking an African-Americans have possible that we may just
hour to deliver food from been stereotyped, as poor have some trustworthy
down the street, rude tippers- young people are drivers who provide
phone calls saying they're the next in line. So what excellent service.
"downstairs" (code word do delivery drivers expect
In an effort to foster
for, "I'm down the block from young, Black college th e best r elationship
but I know how you are.") students? Are we fitting between customers and
to the cold food, we
local businesses,
all seem to have had
OUR VIEW
someone has to
problems with delivmake the first
ery service, especialmove. Why not
ly to dorms.
Howard students should us? Howard stuHowever
students should aim
be
better
tippers
to
delivery
dents may combat
to break down
the poor service, the drivers.
stereotypes and
number one way to
become the camshow utter disappus that delivery
proval is not to leave
drivers love to
a tip. But the probvisit. If we know
lem is, no one seems to the stereotype?
that we have been good
know which came firstNow sometimes it just customers, then we can
the rude drivers or the comes down to being finally get down to which
rude student s.
Since plain broke (in which case probably came first- the
freshman year, students you shouldn't be ordering rude drivers or the rude
who are essentially broke out ).
However, other s tudents.
have neglected to give times some Howard stuNow don't be condelivery drivers their tip dents are just plain fused, we aren't saying
regardless of the delivery cheap, and good delivery just tip any and every
speed, food quality or drivers end up getting the driver. What are saying is
customer service.
short end of the stick.
th at Howard students
Part of being in the
The Hilltop believes should make a larger
food service industry is that customer service is effort to tip those drivers
service. Waiters, bar- sometimes operates on a who provide exceptional
tenders and delivery driv- reciprocal basis where the service.
ers take their jobs with customer must meet cer-

Dear Editor,
I don't mean to bash the
entire medium of television this
fall. The entertainment part,
though, is not up to par. It's like
what I heard Cedric the
Entertainer say on his show last
week, "(Television's) like a double dose of Novocain: I'm really
not feelin' [it]."
I checked out a recent issue
of Entertainment Weekly for
the fall line-up and the front
cover was graced by prime-time
actors. Three of the five-featured thespians have famous
actors as fathers and they were
all white.
No real surprise, but I feel
at this point that we're not getting quality shows that reflect
the country's diversity, especially African-American life. I
mean "Friends" is okay, but it's
pointless, nothing about nothing. What about us?
Well, I'm glad that Bernie
Mac and Cedric and Damon
Wayans are there, but why a.re
they all pitted against each
other on Wednesday nights?
Isn't it terrible enough to have
one day "resetved" for us? We
cannot allow ourselves to be
relegated to the W(arn a)
B(rother) and U P(ick a)

decade, too?
There's just too little
offered to create classy, black,
diverse television programm ing
that was once frequent in shows
like "The Cosby Show." That
same Cosby factor seems to be
detrimental to any future
African-American pilot with a
positive image. TI1e mold must
therefore be broken.
Every TV head honcho lays
down this unwritten law with a
heavy hand, thinking that we
should now be fortunate to get
a token representative on a
diverse ensemble cast similar to
that on "ER" or "The Practice."
Have you noticed that networks promote certain television programs like the decent
"West Wing" with their one key
black cast member to get
Kweisi Mfume off their backs?
Or have you noticed the random Latina nurse, or Asian
Laundromat owner, or Middle
Eastern merchant or sassy
black actress on any show lately?
I have, and it's sickening.
This blatant ignorance should
cause us to write and continue
complaining or to simply stop
watching.
By Kemi James
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Awaiting a Lawsuit

The Nation's Largest Black Collegiate Newspaper

It's not even midterms those who are legally able to responsible adults maybe they
and the Howard Plaza Towers possess it. In addition, the would start to see students
West and Residence Life has Howard Plaza Towers man- acting in a more responsible
probably had more print that agement has failed to ade- manner.
any other campus entity. quately notify students of polAs stated in an earlier
Why? New policies and pro- icy changes and properly editorial, you can't have it
cedures implemented by amend the signed contracts both ways. Residence Life
Residence Life and poorly (flyers just don't count).
and the Towers can't expect
enforced by West Towers have
Just in time for room students to act as adults if
created more conflict
they treat them like
that anyone wants.
children. On the
OUR VIEW
The new issue is
other hand, students
with the Office of
cannot act like chilResidence Life mandren
and expect to
Alcoholic
Beverages be treated
dating that there be no
as adults.
alcoholic beverages in should be per,nitted for There has to be a
the residence halls .
happy medium and
Under the contract Howard Plaza Towers resi- resolution to all of
signed by Towers resithese constant residents, there a re no dents who are of legal age.
dent issues found by
prohibitions on alcostudents and adminholic beverages, nor is
istrators before a
there any Univers ity policy inspections, students are hav- court finds one.
restricting alcoholic bever- ing actions taken against
To Howard Plaza
ages to those who are legal to them for possessing alcoholic Towers, get it together. If you
purchase and consume them. beverages. Other students arc are to enforce something, do
The real problem is that stu- just waiting on the time they it respectfu lly, consistently
dents in the Towers signed get an eviction notice from and properly. After all, you
one contract and the "House Towers management or are the ones who are ultimateRules" being changed after Residence Life on account of ly the ones expected to be
contracts were signed, and possessing alcohol so they can most professional in all resihouse payments were made.
take the issue to court. In no dent situations.
F o r
Under the contract set time, the Howard Plaza Residence Life, an explanaforth by Towers management Towers could be under litiga- tion of policies and proce(separate
from
the tion.
dures along with a reason why
University) it mentions that
These acti ons also they are set in place may be a
the rules may be changed echo the inability of Howard good idea. Communication
from time to time as deemed Plaza Towers management to between all parties involved
necessary.
However, treat each student as a cus- has to happen before probResidence Life and the tome r- paying thousand of lems happen or the amount of
Towers have failed to show dollars to reside in a restric- problems will always rise.
that it is necessary to restrict tive area. If the Towers were
alcoholi c beverages from to trea t each student as
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N(egro) networks!
How much more can we
indulge in Flex and D.L.
Hughley and company on
Mondays? Remember not too
long ago when there was a
Thursday night FOX line-up
replete with "Martin," "Roe"
and "In Living Color"?
Black tele,~sion could not
have existed without the
groundwork laid in the late '6os
and early '70s, thanks to Flip
Wilson and producer Norman
Lear, who created such sitcom
classics as "Good Times" and
"The J effersons."
This galvanized a phenomenon, leading to new heights in
television in general, with
"Sanford and Son• and "The
Jeffersons" ranked with the top
five most watched shows for the
1975-76 season.
I'm not saying that we
should watch television all day,
but current shows nominated
for Emmys subsist in a lilywhite world. Furthermore, how
can they justify that silly
"American Dreams," with little
Susie bopping to Motown hits
on "American Bandstand?"
What, they couldn't focus
on a black family struggling
through the times of that
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Trippin' .o n Tippin'
Every Howard student low wages resting upon a tain expectations.
If
has experienced the all great expectation of a tip Howa rd students were
too familiar delivery driv- (for exceptional service, known as good tippers (or
er attitude. From the of course).
Typically, tip pers at all) it is highly
delivery driver taking an African-Americans have possible that we may just
hour to deliver food from been stereotyped, as poor have some trustworthy
down t he street, rude tippers- young people are drivers
who provide
phone calls saying they're the next in line. So what excellent service.
"downstairs" (code word do delivery drivers expect
In an effort to foster
for, "I'm down the block from young, Black college the best relationship
but I know how you are.") students? Are we fitting between customers and
to the cold food, we
local businesses,
all seem to have had
OUR VIEW
someone has to
problems with delivmake the first
ery service, especialmove. Why not
ly to dorms.
Howard students should us? Howard stuHowever
students should aim
be
better
tippers
to
delivery
dents may combat
to break down
the poor service, the drivers.
stereotypes and
number one way to
become the camshow utter disappus that delivery
proval is not to leave
drivers Jove to
a tip. But the probvisit. If we know
lem is, no one seems to the stereotype?
that we have been good
know which came firstNow sometimes it just customers, then we can
th e rude drivers or the comes down to being finally get down to which
rude student s.
Since plain broke (in which case probably came first- the
freshman year, students you shouldn't be ordering rude drivers or the rude
who are essentially broke out).
However, other students.
have neglected to give times some Howard stuNow don't be condelivery drivers their tip dents are just plain fused, we aren't saying
regardless of the delivery cheap, and good delivery just tip any and every
speed, food quali ty or drivers end up getting the driver. What are saying is
customer service.
short end of the stick.
that Howard stud ents
Part of being in the
The Hilltop believes should make a larger
food service industry is that customer service is effort to tip those drivers
service. Waiters, bar- sometimes operates on a who provide exceptional
tenders and delivery driv- reciprocal basis where the service.
ers take their jobs with customer must meet cer-
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N(egro) networks!
How much more can we
indulge in Flex and D.L.
Hughley and company on
Mondays? Remember not too
long ago when there was a
Thursday night FOX line-up
replete with "Martin," "Roe"
and "In Living Color"?
Black television could not
have existed without the
groundwork laid in the late '6os
and early '70s, thanks to Flip
Wilson and producer Norman
Lear, who created such sitcom
classics as "Good Times" and
"The Jeffersons."
This galvanized a phenomenon, leading to new heights in
television in general, with
"Sanford and Son" and "The
Jeffersons" ranked with the top
five most watched shows for the
1975-76 season.
I'm not saying that we
should watch television all day,
but current shows nominated
for Emmys subsist in a lilywhile world. Furthermore, how
can they justify that silly
• American Dreams," with little
Susie bopping to Motown hits
on ~American Bandstand?"
What, they couldn't focus
on a black family struggling
through the times of that

decade, too?
There's just too little
offered to create classy, black,
diverse television programming
that was once frequent in shows
like "The Cosby Show." That
same Cosby factor seems to be
detrimental to any future
African-American pilot with a
positive image. The mold must
therefore be broken.
Every TV head honcho lays
down this unwritten law with a
heavy hand, thinking that we
should now be fortunate to get
a token representative on a
diverse ensemble cast similar to
that on "ER" or "The Practice."
Have you noticed that networks promote certain television programs like the decent
"West Wing" with their one key
black cast member to get
Kweisi Mfume off their backs?
Or have you noticed the random Latina nurse, or Asian
Laundromat owner, or Middle
Eastern merchant or sassy
black actress on any show lately?
I have, and it's sickening.
This blatant ignorance should
cause us to write and continue
complaining or to simply stop
watching.
By Kcmi James
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It's not even midterms those who arc legally able to responsible adults maybe they
and the Howard Plaza Towers possess it. In add ition, the would s tart to see students
West and Residence Life has Howard Plaza Towers man- acting in a more responsible
probably had more print that agement has failed to ade- manner.
any other campus entity. quately notify students of polAs stated in an earlier
Why? New policies and pro- icy changes and properly editorial, you can't have it
cedures implemented by amend the signed contracts both ways. Residence Life
Residence Life and poorly (flyers just don't count).
and the Towers can't expect
enforced by West Towers have
Just in tim e for room students to act as adults if
created more conflict
they treat them like
that anyone wants.
chi
ldren.
On the
OUR VIEW
The new issue is
other hand, students
with the Office of
cannot act like chilResidence Life manand expect to
Beverages dren
dating that there be no
be treated as adults.
alcoholic beverages in
per,nitted for There has to be a
the residence halls.
happy medium and
Under the contract Howard Plaza Towers resi- resolution to all of
signed by Towers resithese constant residents, there are no dents who are of legal age.
dent issues found by
prohibitions on alcostudents and adminholic beverages, nor is
istrators before a
there any University policy inspections, students are hav- court finds one.
restricting alcoholic bever- ing actions taken against
To Howard Plaza
ages to those who arc legal to them for possessing alcoholic Towers, get it together. If you
purchase and consume them. beverages. Other students are are to enforce something, do
The real problem is that stu- just waiting on the time they it respectfully, consistently
dents in the Towers signed get an eviction notice from and properly. After all, you
one contract and the "House Towers management or are the ones who are ultimateRules" being changed after Residence Life on account of ly the ones expected to be
contracts were signed, and possessing alcohol so they can most professional in all resihouse payments were made.
take the issue to court. In no dent situations.
F o r
Under the contract set time, the Howard Plaza Residence Life, an explanaforth by Towers management Towers could be under litiga- tion of policies and proce(separate
from
the tion.
dures along with a reason why
University) it mentions that
These actions also they are set in place may be a
the rules may be changed echo the inability of Howard good idea. Communication
from time to time as deemed Plaza Towers management to between all parties involved
necessary.
However, treat each student as a cus- has to happen before probResidence Life and the tomer- paying thousand of lems happen or the amount of
Towers have failed to show dollars to reside in a restric- problems will always rise.
that it is necessary to restrict tive area. If the Towers were
alcoholi c beverages from to treat each student as

Alcoholic
should be

Dear Editor,
I don't mean to bash the
entire medium of television this
fall. The entertainment part,
though, is not up to par. It's like
what I heard Cedric the
Entertainer say on his show last
week, "ffelcvision's] like a double dose of Novocain: I'm really
not feelin' [it]."
I checked out a recent issue
of Entertainment Weekly for
the fall line-up and the front
cover was graced by prime-time
actors. Three of the five-featured thespians have famous
actors as fathers and they were
all white.
No real surprise, but I feel
at this point that we're not getting quality shows that reflect
the country's diversity, especially African-American life. I
mean "Friends" is okay, but it's
pointless, nothing about nothing. What about us?
WeU, I'm glad that Bernie
Mac and Cedric and Damon
Wayans are there, but why are
they all pitted against each
other on Wednesday nights?
Isn't it terrible enough to have
one day "reserved" for us? We
cannot allow ourselves to be
relegated to the W(arn a)
B(rother) and U P(ick a)
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Silencing
The
Critics

What You
Need to
Know

About EM

Bilallddin
With all that is going on in
the world, many people in
America and abroad have
focused their attention on the
highly publicized situation in
Nigeria. For those who are
w1aware, a Nigerian woman by
the name of Amina Lawal was
sentenced to death by stoning for
committing adultery and conceiving a child out of wedlock.
I..1wal was sentenced by a
court in Northern Nigeria, which
uses Al-Shari'a as the basis for its
legal system. 1\l-Shari'a is an
Arabic term that literally means
"the law." Since Al-Shari'a is the
law in which Muslims must follow, it is often referred to as
Islamic law.
As a result of Lawal's sentencing, many people world"~de
have began to attack Al-Shari'a.
There are three main criticisms
that Al-Shari'a has received. The
first criticism is that the punishments of Shari'a are too harsh for
this modern day.
The second criticism is that
Shari'a puts sole blame on the
woman who committed adultery
and that tJ1e man in this case goes
unpunished.
Another criticism of Shari'a
is that tJ1e system is outdated and
that it should be adjusted to go
along with modern times.
While many people have cast
judgment on Islamic law few
have displayed knowledge of
Shari'a. ;\!-Shari'a is the law of
Islam, which has been extracted
from the Qur'an. Following the .
Qur'an is a must for Muslims, so Marcus Byrd
following Shari'a is a must also.
Islam is more than a religion, it is
The innocence of a meeting
a complete way of life and it comes with a very wonderful
includes every single aspect of level of warmth. You and somelife, including politics, marriage, one can playfully argue, go out,
government and of oourse law.
learn about each other, and
In Islam there is no separa- have intimate encounters, all in
tion between the church and the the name of getting to know
state, so if something is unlawful each other. But there comes a
in the religion then it is unlawful point sometimes, when you fall
in the government as well. If off this plateau of friendliness,
someone commits adultery, where arguments become real,
which is a huge sin in every reli- the warmth fades into cold
gion, the government that uses gazes, indifferent attitudes, and
Shari'a has the responsibility to eventually cordial hellos. You
punish that person as a criminal. see oh sheep of the world.
In Islan1, the laws of God are
The most wonderful thing
oonsidered the only true and just about a person is what you
laws and if someone breaks these don't know about them, am I
laws then he or she is a crintiJ1al, right? Ladies, think of that felwhose crime is defying his or her low with the radiant smile, and
lord.
the GQ physique, whom you
The truth is, Al-Shari'a is a met last week. After a few outjust system oflaw and those who ings and chilling for a bit, his
truly follow it can never go wrong. quiet mystique makes you
Shari'a's strictness allows those begin to like him. You are
who follow it to obtain a high level drawn into his dark little world,
of morality. Adulte1y is not as without really knowing him. It's
much of a problem in the Muslim all going well, until one day you
world as it is in America because step on his new timbs, and he
Muslims know if they oommit explodes into a barrage of cursadultery tJ1ey wiU have a severe es and insults. He apologizes
punishment in this life and one
far more severe in the hereafter.
Since adultery is so common
and widely accepted in An1erican
society, people tend to view harsh Josef Sawyer
punishment for this act as someI sat in the ER room oold,
thing too extreme or inhumane.
pathetic
and bleeding for more
Isn't tl1e act of oommitting adulthan
6
hours.
Over what? Some
tery something that is very
Foghorn Leghorn, he say, she say, I
extreme and very wrong?
With all tJ1e negative things say talk. It was too late, I blew my
that have been said about Shari'a, oool and punched througl1 a glass
many people forget to mention window, which cut my hand to the
bone, leaving my knuckle hanging
the positive things.
Shari'a does not allow the by the skin and many suggesting I
drinking of aloohol, the use of seek anger management. I refused,
narootics, adultery, gambling or but after six stiches I decided to
other poisons of tJ1e world tJ1at assess myself and came to this realalways have devastating effects il.ation
"The ideal-woman," is a simple
on individuals and society.
phrase
tJ1at sets me up for failure.
Shari'a encourages charity
When
somctltiJ1g
is classified as
and at the same time forbids
ideal
it
lacks
practicality.
Ideal is a
injustioc and oppression of any
kind. Living by Shari'a is not just concept that only exists in the
something that Muslim countries mind Ideal is synonymous for perdo, but every person who calls fection.
In no particular order Miss.
him or herself a Muslim has been
Ideal is:
and still is living by.
Attractive- True beauty can

Carmen B. Cannon, Ed.D.
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Enrollment Management
(EM),
located
in
the
Administration Building, supports the University in its efforts
to strengthen academic programs and services by recruiting,
enrolling and providing support
services to students who have the
potential to benefit from and
oontribute to University academic programs.
EM consists of three main
units: Admissions, Records and
Office of the Associate Vice
President (OAVP).
The main office, OAVP, bas
general oversight for all of the
University's enrollment management activities, including strategic planning activities, the
University calendar, student
data, the Howard University
Freshman Scholarship (HUFS)
Program, registration and stu•
dent issues related to enrollment.
Admission is responsible for
recruiting and enrolling academically talented students and stu·
dents who demonstrate strong
academic potential that can be
realized with support from the
University community.
Records is the official
Howard University repository of
academic records and is respon•
sible for conducting registration
activities; receiving, recording
and reporting grades; issuing
transcripts; certifying attendance; and maintaining all official student academic records.
This unit is also responsible for
coordinating class scheduling
is then a young lady must ask and student participation in oonherself if she wants this fellow sortia and domestic exchange
as much as she thought? Are programs as well as providing
these accounts true? Has be CapstoneCard photo ID services.
reached a new level of benevoEM offices are open until 6
lence? Or will I be another p.m. on Wednesdays to accomunwitting pawn in his never- modate students who cannot
ending conquests?
come to campus during the usual
These questions can cause 8:30 a.m. to s p.m. office hours.
confusion. Over thinking this,
EM oommunicates with the
can also lead to the cordial University community primarily
hello. The young woman won't through
campus
e-mail
be entirely sure of this guy's announcements and information
integrity, and since women on the EM web page
don't' tell young men how they www.howard.edu.enro1lment.
feel about them, the guy will be The web page also includes an
left in limbo. Supposedly reject- "Ask EM" section to which stu·
ed, supposedly disliked, he will dents can e-mail questions and
be drawn into the cordial hello, receive quick responses.
when he really wants some late
Although the University has
night warmth, or just an arm in already seen the results of
hand for a walk from the improvements in EM, such as
movies. There is nothing he can summer registration for new stu·
do. The girl's mind is already dents, web registration for conmade up, he must clench his tinuing students, shorter registeeth, and tuck in bis loud ego, tration lines and access to stu•
and move on. The next time he dent records via the web; more
sees her, looking at her nice improvements are forthooming.
smile and captivating eyes, and
In the near future, the camshe says• hello", he hates him- pus oommunity ,viU see display
self for feeling good that she racks containing commonly used
said hello. But that's life isn't it? fonns, suggestion boxes, new
Till next week my friends!
signage, and extended Records
window hours. Prospective students, who now can only download their application, soon "ill
Be
Independent
not be able to complete their applicaArgunientative- I applaud inde- tion for admission on the web.
EM is oommitted to providpendent women, but not when it's
ing
e.xcellent customer service.
used as a autch to bash men over
Consequently,
we need to know
the head the instance you feel your
if
you
are
pleased,
as well as if
femininity is threatened. Chivalry is
you
are
displeased,
with
our servdead, chivalry is sleeping, No
chivalry is being shot up by a group ice and we welcome your suggesof militant women with bullets of tions for improvement.
Please contact us via e-mail
rude gestures and caustic words.
or
by
using our suggestion boxes
Can Cook- I can oook so why
in
the
Administration Building.
can't you? Not saying I would have
Each
week EM will provide
)'OU as a personal slave but when
did oooking for a man beoome the useful information about its serveleventh commandment? "Thou ices as well as updates and
reminders about procedures and
Shall Not Cook fol'Iby Man."
deadlines.
Columns for October
Hates BET as much as I do.
include
Who's
Who and What
1<>6 & Park isn't real music.
We
Do
in
Records;
Midterms
Trusting- I'm busy not getting
and
General
Registration.
We are
busy.
It's almost ignorant for me to also asking students to tell log on
descnbe the ideal woman because to"Ask EM" and tell us at how we
under worldly oonstraints she does- can best oommunicate with you?
n't exist But each waking day we
strive for perfection.

The Hilltop Needs an Editorials &
Perspectives Editor!

II interested, please contact The Hilltop @
(202) 806-6866
or e-mail
lhehilltop@hotmail.com
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Cordial Hellos
profusely, but its too late, even- shame, regret, and our eyes
tually you all will stop talldng, water slightly \\1th a hint of failand be reduced to cordial hel- ure. But no! We smile, say, "
los.
hey what's up" like nothing
How many Howardites happened.
who once had " close encounOur eyes look as wanting as
ters" of some kind, now simply a young puppy. The girl sees
give each other cordial hellos? this, and knows our pain, but
How many young women, once simply replies" hey" and walks
the focus of a young man's off.
mind, have been painfully
The way we engineer ourtucked away in that file folder selves emotionally due to cirin the recesses of his mind next cumstance; I can understand
to" wash clothes", and" forgot- why there are so many
ten things "?
depressed individuals, and peoThis isn't really rejection, ple who turn to drugs. Imagine
its more a sense of loss. Guys having dozens of former• interwould be like " damn" because ests " giving cordia I hellos
they probably missed out on everyday? I would most cergetting to know an awesome tainly go mad, if I have not
person. Or they'd be pissed done so already!
because the girl didn't give
Ladies I can't leave you all
them time to blossom. Or vice out as well, because the whole
versa.
concept of the cordial hello for
'What I like the most you is mixed with mystery and
about this situation, is the level a lack of comprehension. Often
of acting we humans are able to the origin of this situation is no
do, without ever taking a class one's fault. Maybe a colorful
in theatre. We can look on description of the new guy's
someone we had interest in a habits by an old flame, (unbefew days before, dead in the knownst to you of course), or
eye, smile warmly, and say bow much he likes women and
hello, knowing our body feels how you shouldn't trust him. It

My Woman
wear a wife beater, sweatpants and
a pair of chucks and still look Oy.
!ntclligenoe- You would think
at the Mecca it would rw1 rampant
but how many times have you
tricked some into studying as a
means of trying to get to know
them better and realize tl1ey arc a
blundering idiot.
Secure- Someone who defines
themselves by their own standards.
AHomebody- Going out is fine
and I enoourage it. But when it
oow1ts I refuse to oonstantly oompete with the club, alcohol, or
annoying friends.
Appreciates Laughter- I run a
silly for tl1e most part and it's good
to just laugl1 and kick it. I'll understand if your no Richard Pl)'Or but
at least laugh at my jokes.
A Sense of Direction -I do not
demand a blueprint but I do
demand )'OU don't put force me to
listen to those sporadic manic

The Hilltop

depressant "I don't know what I
want to do with my life,· oonversations.
Carry a REAL Bookbag
Arow1d- Books don't match your
outfits but at least look like )'Our trying to learn. (An1 ltheonlyonewho
notices there are an abundance of
woman walking around with Cooch
purses and no books. Or Maybe I
run taking too many credits.
Understand Me or at least try
to.
Unwavering Patience I run not
the easiest person to deal with. It's
my nature and I've been called
crazy and for the most part it's true.
But bear with me. I got a plan.
Be Mysterious- I should not
know all your personal business if
we never fonnally met Six degrees
of separation is serious at the
Mecca and reputations will haunt
you. And guys gossip just as much
as girls.
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Tuesday an d Fri d a y before
publication date.
For Rent
To nl) line s isler. Jazcl le:
Announcements b y
.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--f IT'S ABOUTTIME.1l1e b ig
camp us organ izatio ns for
m eetings, seminar s or

Townll ouse for Rent: Wal kin~ 2 1s t birthda y bash is finally
Olst:mce To HU. Three
Bedrooms, Washer, Dryer, Air
:)0111 tlit (aiit s of tlit Oritr of
n on profit arc charged $5 for
Conditioning, Wnll to Wall
the first 20 words and $1 for
Carpet.
Genia: column? Thought you
tfie ~a stern Star, :}asmint
every additional live words.
$1,400.00 plus Utilities
would stick around longer, bu1 I Clia_pttr 'No. l fo r ?l?VS Wa(,
• • I cl
· · r
Contflct:(301) 552-9058
knew the milk in my fridge
Saturiay Oct. 5.
l n d1v1dua s a vertts111g or 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - 1would out last ya -Josef
the purpose o f ann ouncing a
~n, ai( oesjasmine1@yalioo.co111
ser v ice, buying or selling are HU Alumnae with large. newly
for more information.
Aishagood
j
ob.
We
just
reno,•ated efficiency for rent.
charged a s local compa nies
Mfoutes from campus. Close to have to TRUST each other!
with a rate of $10 fo r first 20
major transportation. W/D in
words and $2 for ever y 5
unit. All utilities includ ed.
words thereafter. Person a l
S850.00/month.
Call
(202) 249-8255
a d s a r e $2 for the first I 0
Treat yourself to our relaxing
words and $ 1 for every
Spring Break
express spa services.
additional 5 words.
Relieve stress and rejuvenate

To: 1lic Editorial Boan!.
Minnie M.E.'s you reall y
Th,u1k }011 .ill 111C good
came through out this week.
time, and id,:a, (c,cn the
I owe you one. -- EiC
,1upid one,). rn IT) 10
,top by sometimes! l:&P
Kindle, Farewell once and for
liditor
all. (See you tomrorow.)
Hilltop ladies ,, , on tor We really appreciate all lhe
mJ)·I _ I ~huuld S.l V 11fh t,
hard work you put in. You will
SunJ:iy ni·•ht ( •011tJ1.. I
be hard to replace.
1 :mren tor lhi: lh:1.uh; )
--The Hilltop

90 Minute ESCAP

Announcements

your mind, body and spirit.

# I Spring Break Free Trips,

Drinks/Mea ls Lowest Prices
Particsw/MTV/Jerry Springer
Featured w/MSNBC/Thwel
Chann el
Better I han ever!!

~k~11;Jfle111!Y

dupont c i rc l e
1730 Connecticut Avenue, NW
Suite 38
Washington, DC 20009
(202) 319-1231
dl

wro,.~unsplasbtour~.com
1-800-426-7710
Spring Break 2003 with STS
Americas # I Student Tour
Operator
Sell Trips earn cash Travel Free
Informa tlon/ Reservat ions
1-800-648-4849 or
''"''w.ststravel.com
The South Carolina Club
will meet in the Blackburn Center
Music Listening Room,
Monday October 7, 2002 (!i> 6pm

JI \!J:.U J'HIZf', !!!

There nre still severnl raffie prizes
that have not been claimed. If you
have nny of the following tickets,
plea\e call Chincdu (,iJ 202-2380161 to claim )Our pri,e: 524721,
524723,524754,524764,524776,
524780,524783,524786,524804.

Enter for your chance at $500
worth of gift certificates ...
tvunu.ski11sn11vyspn. eom

#1 Spring Break ,•acalions!
Cancun. Jamaica, Acapulco,
Bahamas, Mazatlan, Florida,
SPadrc. 110% Best Prices!
Book Now & get Free Parties
& Meals!
group Discounts. Now Hiring
Campus Reps!
1-800-234-7007
cndlesssummcrtours.com

Attention Spring Breakers
Travel Free 2003 Free trips,
drinks & meals Party w/ MTV
Hottest Destination s Most
Reliable

BLAGOSAH Week 2002
October 6th - 12th
Sunday, October 6th
11 :00 A.M.

Call to Chapel
Cramton Auditorium

W"'. 4ill nc:plashtou rs.corn
1-800-426-7710

l ' hanks to everyone who came out
10 the Open House sponsored by
ReJOYcc in Jesus Campus
FellO\\Ship (RJCF). God truly
blessed us with a wonderful Kick
Off, and "e appreciate everyone
who pnrlicipate.

Call to make an
appointment today!

1-------------1

2°d Birthday Celebration for BLAGOSAH

1:30 P.M.

Help Wanted

lFi.ro'hnrllb;, • to:ro.rl'tltJ.
<CJ:n'bJ . !ill':n:iblll <G!IID3!J)J
Earn Sl ,000-S2,000 this semester
with n proven Campus
Fundraiscr 3 hour fundrnisingg
event. Our programs make
fundraising easy with no risk,.
Fund raisin[: datesarec filling
quickly, ~o get with the program!
II works. Contact Campus
Fundrui;er at (888) 923-3238, or
visit

Annour J. Blackbum Center, Rooms 148 - 150

Monday, October 1h Health Fair

12:00 Noon - 5:00 P.M.
Free HIV Testing - - Blackbum, Rooms 148-150
Free Depression Screening - - Blackbum, Room 142
1:00P.M.

Breast and Cervical Cancer Prevention Lecture - - Blackbum Forum
2:30P.M.

The Health Party for Lesbians - - Blackbum Forum

Bible Studies
Tuesday's 7:00 pm in the
Inter-faith room at the
Quad , Thursdays, 7:30 pm
at Drew and 9:00 pm at
Can·cr. Spon sored by The
Na,•i~ators
Ethiopian Ras Tafari Community
!•resents...
Interfaith Reasonini: part Il l
"African pressence in the Bible"
Co me here various fuiths share
their perspectives
featuring Dr. Cain Felder
Oct. 7, 7:00 pm 2002
blackburn center
The Forum
Question and Answer
Haile Selassie I Live!!!
For Sale
Sylh•ia's
Hair designs
3013 Georgia Ave .. N.W.
Washington DC 200 I0

CYN Enterprise Now Hiring
For Internships
For More Info Call
(202) 582-034 7 Leave
Message Or email:
cyne2(1iljuno.com

The Hilltop is looking for

au Editorial & Perspectfres

Editor.
erson must resourcefu l and
be able 10 write qualit)
stories with a quick tum
around.

6:30P.M.

Panel Discussion: Men on the DL and the Women in Their Lives
Human Ecology Building, Auditorium

Thursday, October J(/h

6:30 P.M.

Panel Discussion: Homosexuality and Religion
Blackbum, Auditorium

Friday, October 11th Happy National Coming Out Day!

7:00P.M.

The House of Drag
Blackbum, Reading Lounge
Tickets:
$10 per person
$5 with val id student ID

Pl ease call T he Hilltop at
(202)806-6866 or email
1hehilltop@ hotma il .eom

• 50% of the proceeds will go towards Ukea Davis and Stephanie Thomas' Bereavement
Fund. Tickets may be purchased at the Cramton Auditorium box office or
online at www.1icketmaster.com until 5:00 P.M. on October I Ith.

Saturday, October'] 2'h

5:00P.M.

Poetry Cipher
Sisterspace and Books - 1515 U St., N.W.
1

_ l\_1_us_1_A_
sk_fo_r _Sy_l_vi_a_ _~HappyBirlhday.

Butttons & Nitelite, t hanks Heather Bearlll We love
for everything. -Derek
you girll
- The Fab Five and Aisha

BS

Wednesday, October <Jh

T IIE HILLTOP

Salon Specials
Penn._ __ 35.00 up
Reach Bac;k, Pun Forward
Touch Penns _ _ _25.00 up
Mcutorship Proccaw
Shampoo & Set
20.00 up
l\lale and Female
Shampoo & Blow Ory_20.00 up
Volunteers Needed
Hair Cuts _ _ _7.50 up
Interest Meeting
Colors._ _7.50 up
Tuesday, October 8 @ 6:00
Curls Only_ __ 45.00 up
p.m.Btackburn Forum
Roller Wrap_ 20.00 up
;.,"·
''A Don't Trip··
Salon (202) 726-1537
To my SistazALL CONJ)ITIONERS FREE ER. ICU, M.1.A & 3 Seconds-I love you guys! It's gonna be
Receive $ t.00 off ......
a great year! •"Shots•
_ _

Tuesday, October lfh BLAGOSAHI SMYAL Mentoring Day

All are welcome.

•
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